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Introduction attention to noise Impacts In choosing

the route and layout of new highways, In

April 1972, the Federal Highway Adminis-
tration issued standards for highway
noise levels in Its Policy and Procedure
Memorandum PPM 90-2, "Noise Stan-

are not a complete solution to highway
noise, but "represent a balancing of that
which may be desirable and that which
may be achieved." PPM 90-2 urges high-
way agencies to strive for even lower
noise levels where they can "be achieved
at reasonable cost, without undue diffi-

Effective control of the undesirable et- ..,u,,_,, ,..d ..... rc tha benefits appear to
fects of highway generated noise requires clearly outweigh the costs and effort te-
a three-part approach; quired." PPM90-2 requires consideration

1) Source emission reduction of noise abatement measures for devel-
2) Improved highway design, and oped areas near new highways, butdoes
3) Land use control notregulatenolaelnundevelcpedareas,

or along existing roads. Rather, It recog-
The first two components are currently nizes a dual responsibility where
being addressed by private industry and "Highway agencies have the responsibll-
by Federal and state agencies. The third Ity for taking measures that are prudent
area is traditionally an area of local gov- and feasible to assure that the location
ernmentalresponslbility, and design of highways are compatible

with existing land use. Local govern-
Cooperation among all levels of govern- merits, on the other hand, have respensi-
merit, industry and the public in Imple- billty for land development control and
mentlng the three part approach is essen- zoning."
tial to achieving noise reduction, because
of the limitations of each noise control Thus, land use control will continue to be
approach when applied separately, a crucial component of the three-part ap-

Source emission reduction requires the preach to noise control. Local govern-
development of quieter cars and trucks, monte will continue to have the responsl-
Significant progress is being made In re- bility for discouraging the development
search to reduce vehicle engine and ex- of noise sensitive land uses (such as

homes and schools) in highway noise
haust noise, but tire design, the major impacted areas or for ensuring that any
source of high speed traffic noise, may such development that does occur Is
place limits on further improvements, planned to minimize the adverse effects
Improved highway design involves greater of noise,



Introduction: The Federal Highway Administration lems of Iocalcommunlties. A second Ap-
commissioned the development of this pendix reviews the noise measures and
manual to assist local government dill- noise standards referred to In the manual
clals In dealing with the problems of
noise-sensitive land uses. Its purpose Is
three-fold:

1) Tolndlcate ways in which local govern-
montecan guide the development of un-
developed land In the vicinity of existing
highways.

2) To indicate ways in which Ideal govern-
ments can reduce the Impact of highway-
generated noise upon existing developed
activities.

3) To recommend additional sources of in-
formation on these issues.

Themanual does not attempt to present a
single strategy for achieving noise com-
patibility, but recognizes that solutions
to noise problems will depend on local
conditions and community preferences.
Therefore, a wide variety of potential
techniques are presented and their appli-
cability to differing local conditions eval-
uated. A summary of these solutions is
presented InSection 2. Detailed deserip*
tldns of techniques available to local gov-
ernment officials to encourage noise
compatible development are presented In
Section 3. Section 4 describes methods
which can be used by architects, devel-
opersand bugders to achieve noise Im-
pactreductions. Section 5 outlines pos-
sible strategies for toes1governments to
Implement a noise compatible land use
program, and describes some of the pc-
tentlal obstacles and further sources of
information.

AnAppendix describes three case studies
of the applicability of the approach of
this manual to the highway noise prob-
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ma ofNo se.ffn nc,a,,ncent,ves orcompat, ,euse
• educational and advisory mun[clpa] ser-

_uction vices
',hniques

Zoning
Zoning can be a strong local control on
the type of new development, bat has
little control over existing _and uses,The
principal uses of zoning as a noise com-
patibility control are'.

1) Exclusion of typically incompatible uses,
such as residences, from a noise-Im-
pacted area by allowing only industrial or
agricultural uses. This is a simple and ef-

Thi_ f_-=anualdescribes a variety of tcch- f_ntivn t_chnique. However, such zoning
ntques for achieving noise-compatible may conflict with other plans for cam-
land uses nearhighways. The teel_niques munlty growth, and it may render the
are of two types: administrative tech- land worthless If no demand exists for in-
nlques which can be used by local gay- dustrial oragricultural land.
ernment officials to require or encourage 2) Regulation of specific details of develop-
improved noise compatibility, and the ment design or construction, such as
physical methods available to architects, limits on building height or requirements
developers and builders forachleving the for buffer strips, noise barriers, an_
desired noisaimpact reduction. This aec- sound insulating construction. This is
tlon provides a very brief summary of the usually effective, but often the applica-
administrative techniques and physical billty of the requirements extends to
methods which are described in detail In buildings that do not need the special
seotlons 3 and 4, respectively, construction techniques to be noise

compatible.
2.1 Administrative 3) Zoning can permit special development

Techniques concepts such as cluster and planned
The administrative techniques available unit development. These forms of Incon-
to local governments to encourage noise- tlve zoning make possible developments
compatible land use control near high- with significant advantages over the con-
ways fall into five categories: ventiona] subdivision.

• ,zoning
• other legal restrictions, such as subdlvl- Other Legal Restrictions

alan laws, building and health codes Municipal ordinances other than zoning
• municipal ownership or control of the can act as noise compatible land use

land controls:
1) Subdivision or development standards

can regulate details of larger develop-
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Summary: ments to require acoustical site planning ment projects. These can contain a noise taxes. Although this reducSS the tax
of the development or to require berms impact section whfch would require site- base, it also saves the significant costs
and barriers. These standards often do specific acoustical analysis. This Infer- of new municipal services which would
not apply to new construction on Individ- mation can act as a valuable aid for mu- be required if the land were developed.
ual lots ln a previously developed area. niclpal officials who must make deci- 2) Relaxation of enforcement of provisions

2) Building codes can specify construction sions on the appropriateness of any of municipal regulations can, where
details such as acoustic Insulation and permit applications, legal, be used as an Incentive to obtain
sealed windows, or, they can require that voluntary acoustical site design and con-
certain noise levels not be exceeded Municipal Ownership or structlon measures from developers and
within a building. However, they cannot Other Control of the Land builders.
specify such things as acoustical site if the municipality owns the nolse°lm-
planning, which may in many instances pacted land, it can keep the land vacant Educational and Advisory
be a more desirable aiternative than in- or see that tt is developed only with noise Municipal Services
sulatlon and sealed windows, compatible uses. Acquisition can be ac- Often, builders and developers are un-

3) Health codes can specify noise JeveJs compflshed by severaJtechniques: aware of noise compatibility measures
which are not to beexceeded it a building 1) The land can be purchased, but often at which can be Incorporated Into a devel-
Is to be habitable. Health codes have the significant cost, opment at little cost, The municipal gov-
potential of being one of the most con- 2) The land can be taken by eminent domain ernmerd can, at very low cost, provide In-
sistently effective noise compatibility under certain situations, but this can be formation to the builders, developers,
controls, extremely costly and locally unpopular, architectural firms, and the public in gen-

4) Locallawscanrequlmthatan occupancy 3) Landcanbereceivedasaglft, asacondi- oral, to generate the necessary aware-
permit be received before a building can tion of subdivision approval, as a transfer hess. These municipal Information set-
be used, Issuance of the permit can be from other government agencies, or in vices can take four fo'rms:
withheld unless all provisions of zoning, trade for other munfclpaJlyowned land, 1)An architectural revJew board can be
subdivision, building, and health codes 4) The municipality can obtain, through created, consisting of part-time citizen
have been met. This can be an exaep- purchase or otherwise, an easement volunteers who are skflled Jn architeo-
t]onally effective enforcement mecha- which restricts the land without an actual lure, acoustics, and related fields. This
nism. transfer of ownership. This may often board can evaluate aJI new development

5) A special permit procedure requiring In- represent a low cost way to obtain strict plans. Its effectiveness Is a function of
dividual review of each building applica- land use control, the support given it by other municipal
tion can exist either as part of a zoning officials.
ordinance or as a generalmunicipal ordi- FInanclallncentlves 2) A municipal design service can exist
nance. Thus an administrative body In While a financial incentive may not have either formally or informally as partof the
the municipal government can grant or the absolute strength of enforcement various permit application review proce-
deny the permit based on a judgement of that municipal ownership and legal regu- dures.
the merJtsof each specific case. This has lations have, it can be effective. Financial 3) An acoustical Information library can be
the advantage of Individual case-specific Incentive can take two forms: maintained by the municipality asa refer-
Judgement and the possibledisadvantege 1) Undeveloped and underdeveloped land once source for local builders and devel-
of being subject to arbifrary decisions of can be assessed at a low rate, This wilt opera.
a poorly staffed permit review board, reduce pressure on landowners to sell or 4)A public information effort can result In a

6) Environmental Impact statements can be develop land which they can no longer public awareness of noise Incompatibil-
required in some states for new develop- afford to keep because of high property Ities and their prevention, This, in turn,



could affect the marketability of Incom- 3) Using buildings as barriers; trees and shrubs, and combinations of
patible homes and other development, 4)Orienting noise-sensitive buildings to these materials. The choice between
placing financial pressure on builders face away from the noise source, these depends on a variety of factors, in-
and developers to achieve noise corn- eluding the desired level of sound reduc-
patlblllty. Acoustical Architectural Design Acoustl- tion, space, cost, safety and aesthetics.

Gel architectural design incorporates

2.2 Physical Methods to noise-reducing concepts in the details of
Reduce Noise Impact individual buildings. The areas of amhl-

tectural concern include building height, 2.3 Implementation StrategiesPhysical noise reduction techniques can
begroupedintofourmajorcategories: room arrangement, window placement,

• acoustical site planning and balcony and courtyard design. For An implementation strategy, using nor-
. acoustlcalarchilestural design example, in some cases, noise Impacts real administrative structure, is pre-
• acoustical construction can be reduced if the building Is limited sented for a noise compatibility landuse control program. The strategy is
• noise barriers to onestory; and If bedrooms and living-

rooms are placed Inthe part of the build- divided into five major phases: 1)
problem identification, 2) examination

Thesephysicaltsshniqueavarywidely in ing which is farthest from the noise and selection of administrative tech-
their noise indention cherscterlstlcs, source while kitchens and bathroom_ are

niques suited to the locality, 3) study
their costs, and especially, in their appli- placed closer to the noise source, of legal status, 4) study of State Isgis-cabllity to specific locations and con-
ditions. AcousDcslConstructlonAeoustlcal build- lative changes, and 5) implementation.

ing construction is the treatment of the Since considerable time might be
Acoustical Site Planning Acoustical site various parts of a building to reduce in- required to implement this strategy, a
planning uses thearrangement of build- terior noise impacts. It includes the use stopgap procedure is also presented.
inge on a tract of land to minimize noise of walls, windows, doors, ceilings and
Impacts by capitalizing on the site's nat- floors that have been treated to reduce The problems posed by the implement-
ural shape and contours. Opportunities soundtransmisslonlntoo building. The ation of this manual are enumerated
for successful acoustical site planning useofdensematerlalsandtheuseofair- These problems include: 1) public
are determined bythe size of the lot, the spaces within materials are the principle apathy, 2) limitations under State laws,
terrain, and the zoning. In general, con- noise reduction techniques behind 3) financial cost to the municipal
ventional zoning patterns lack the fEex]- acoustical construction. Acoustical con- government, 4) negative physical and
bllity necessary to permit innovative site struction can be an expensive technique, aesthetic side effects, 5) opposition
planning techniques.A possslble way to especially when added to an existing with private interests, and 6) conflicts
achieve the neededflexibility is through building; however, it need not be pro- with local tradition.
the use of clustsrand planned unit devel- hibltively expensive in new construction.
opment techniques,Acoustical site plan- It is one of the rnost effective ways of re- Other sources of inform ation regarding
ningteehniqusainclude: ducing[nter[ornolse, issues on highway noise control are

1) Placing as muchdistance as possible be- listed. These sources provide compre-
tween the noJss source and the noise Noise Barriers Noise barriers can be hensive information in the area of
sensit]veactivlty; erected between noise sources and acoustics, the effects of noise, noise

2) Placing noise-compatible activities such noise-sensitlve areas. Barrier types in- standards, prediction techniques, im-
as parking lots, open space, and corn- elude berms made of sloping mounds of pact reduction techniques, and noisecontrol legislation.
mersial facilities, between the noise earth, walls and fences constructed of a
sourceandthessnsltivoactlvlty; variety of materials, thick plantings of



3 Administrative In evaluating alternative administrative
techniques, these factors must be kept in

Techniques mincl--

_:_ 1) The authority for creation and enforce-r'nent of local laws aqd regulations of this
manual usually comes from the "police
powers" which are delegated to the local
governments by the state, The enabling
acts through which the various states
clelegate the police powers differ from
state to state, and the ability of the local
government to enact laws is limited to
items specifically contained in the appro-
priate enabling act. Accordingly, tech-

There are two basic types of tools avail- niquee available to communities in one
able for the prevention el noise intern- state moy not be legal in other states.
patil:)le land use'. the physical techniques The legality under Individual state enabl-
which reduce noise impacts and the ad- ing acts must be determined and re-
ministrative methods available to local solved before any administrative teoh-
governments to encourage their use. nique is seriously considered.
Section 4 of the manual describes the 2) Administrative costs associated with the
range of design and construction tech- use of each technique also vary across
niques available. This section analyzes local governments, In general, it Is most
alternative administrative actions to an- efficient to choose a strategy that is con-
sure their adoption, cislent with the already existing govern-
The available administrative techniques mental structure for a particular sltua-
are categorized In this manual in five gen- t[on, such as using existing officials to
eral groups: oversee the program rather than creating

1) Zoning new positions.
2} Other legal restrictions (subdivision con- 3) Variations in terrain, traffic, population

trol, building codes, health codes), density and noise sensitivity occur within
3) Municipal ownership or control of the as well as between municipalities. Regu-

land, lations must be flexible enough to allow
4) Financial Incentives for compatible de- the exercise of sound administrative

vsiopment, and judgment to treat each situation Indivlcl-
5) Educational and aclvlsory services, ually.

Usually, the best solution for the munici- Despite the above limitations, the variety
pellty will be a combination of several of available techniques is great enougll
techniques chosen to cover the widest to ensure that most communities will be
possible range of noise incompatibility able to find a combination of techniques
situations, appropriate to control local problems



while rematnlng consistent with both / _-"_-"' _X _")'1 "--'=-'_ , ,'-.... /

state law and the admlnlst relive structuremu- /_/t'_!) "_" i R O __X_/'F_i / ,_='

of the municipality, /"-./C.j "_ "'_*"

One administrative technique not dis- / -_%,
cussed In detail in this manual is the !.o..,_.), .,/. ,/ _ .:_ " ao ' 'nicipal noise ordinance. While a well .' /-_ t-;.., .'*°
written and properly enforced noise ordi- \ ._="' ' /' "_'-"-, ""_/'_.

nance can be a major factor In the reduc- ,,_'Z._._
_ f

tlon of noise at its source, it can have __ //, LI

little or no effect on controlling the cam- \_ {{
patibflity of land uses constructed in \_t=""'_

where noise exists. Despite this _ 1areas
limitation, a noise ordinance should be ,_._= _k _-_
considered as an Important component -
of a municipality's legal and administra-
tive structure.

3.1 Zoning "/
Zoning is a commonly used focal admin-
istrative technique to direct land use in
accordance with a plan for orderly com-
munity growth. The zoning ordinance, or
bylaw, speciflos what type of land use Is
permitted in each zoning district, Zoning
specifications have been used to control
environmental emission, signs, off-street
parking facilities, lot size, frontage, max- E)O
Imum building height, and ratio of open f-t_,.,,_ f._,
space to developed land. These prece- ./

dents make zoning a useful tool for noise
control in most localities.

Since the areas within a community _1.

which are impacted by excessive noise '_ _ !'.probably do not colncldo with the tradi-
tional zoning districts, a method must be --"q°
developed to define the areas where any KEY ,v,'*
acoustical regulations apply. One method ,," /
would be the creation of a series of new I Industrial ,° /

noise impacted zones on the existing RO Residential
zoning map, For example, each residen- \ ., /4/"
tlal zone could be split Into two zones RS Residential _'.. ....

3,1A portionolazoningmapwithout
]dennflcatlonolnolseolmpacted
8toas.



Identically controlled except for noise 17/ =_,-_--_-_*" _ _" "1',"
regulations. The same would hold true ._,. '__ "!: "'_.._./ "'- -; =' ;
for each commercial, business or indus- /_f/--_ _/'-_,,T \_,.._/-'_
trlal zone (See Figs. 3.1and3.2). I" _,,_',"_. _[_1'_ _'.-_ / t'''/?''''_ /C

A s[mpleralternative to the creation of an (.o... ,./ ;,f ,'_.." _:_,
entire series of new zones Is the creation '__'

of a single "overlay zone." An overlay _ j _. "._, ,%
zone Is a special purpose zone which Is ,.._

superimposed over the regular zoning ,7 _ "_'_map (See Fig. 3,3). Often such zones are
called "superimposed districls," and
they are used for a variety of reasons in-
cluding wetlands protection and airport ._,

compatibility. _
Inthis case, the overlay zone could be all
land which Is exposed to noise over a
certain level such as 65 dBA. Or it could /
be defined, more easily but less approprl- /
ately, as all land within a certain distance ('
from the highway, such as 500 feet. Land
which falls in such a zone would be sub-
Ject not only to the regulations pertaining
to the regular zone in which it lies, but _'--
also to the additional regulations pertain-
ing to theoverlay zone, Such a technique I
Is much less cumbersome legally and
administratively than the creation of an __

snt,reser,eeofspec,s,zones,s,no,. ,'-- RSfamily residential, multi-family reslden- " " """ ""
tlal, commercial, etc.) in the noise im-
pacted portion of the community. KEY

Enforcement of the provisions of a zon- I Industrial
[ng law has traditionally been accom-
plished prior to development and con- I* Industrial* Noise Impacted

etructlon through the approval of plane RO Residential

and permits. While this before-the-fact _,_
enforcement process has several obvious RO° Residential- Noise Impacted _%;_
advantages, It does not always provide RS Residential
complete protection against conditions ,_
which only become apparent after con- RS* Residential-Nolselmpacted" ;

3,SIdenllncatlonofnoiseImpacted
areasbycreallonofa seriesof
newzones
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struction is well underway. This Is espe- t "It, '_,' '. _ _._'." _ J J
,}_ ' ,

".J2_,_,I_!,-_,- t "_-" lg

clally true for items such as noise levels /"/'_v/ .o _,_..)r "_.., ROr ! i_,RO'i_._ ,,' _-

and noise attenuation measures which ._s__H " _, f,can only be accurately measured after the
construction is complete. // " ' _'

In recent years, an Increasing number of _,' ",=...'-_' "

municipalities have Instituted an addl- , .,.. 7 _--___._._tional enforcement measure--the occu- _' ...-. _ ° _" - v,4_"pancy permit--which provides effective
after-the-fact enforcement,

Zoningcanbeusedlnfourwaystolnsure "'" ,'_"_"
that future development will be eompat- ',
ibis with nearby noise sources:

1)by exclusion of typically incompatible
uses from noise impacted areas,

2) by regulating specific details of develop- /"
ment design or construction, /

3) by permitting special development tech- (
niques such as cluster and planned unit
development which enable noise com-
patible site design, and

4) by defining the areas of applicability of _1
other local regulations.
These four roles of zoning are discussed

In the pages which follow, _\ L_

3.1.1 Excluding Incompatible _'_"_ ..
Land Usos '
The land In a noise impacted area can be
zoned for noise compatible uses, such as
commercial, agriculturaJ or industrial. It t
is a simple and direct technique which
wgi work If the community has a non- KEY
cumulative 1 type of zoning law which
prohibits, for example, residences or I Industrial

other sensitive uses in the Industrial Re Residential / _',;;_',zone.
RS Residential

Unfortunately, there is usually not ._
enough demand for such noise compat- ili_:_i:_Noiselmpacted f i

lble land uses to afford every community _,i:_:_i;iSuperimposed District .... " ,'

tUnderoumulallvezoning,zones automaticallypermitted In higher 3.3 IdontlflcanonofnoiseImpacled
arerankedInsome (high Io low usezones, suchas heavy Indu_- areabyoverlayzone
use) sequencesuch_a heavy In- trlal, but Ihe reverseie nottrue,
dustrial, IlglUIndustrialoommer- Non-cumulativezoningdoesnot
cial, muni-lamllyresldentlal_ automaticallypermit usesolher
single familyresidential. Anyuse Ihan these spoclncallyallowedIn
permittedina low usezone,such a givenzone, 11
as a singlefamilyresidential, Is

, . . •



the luxury of lining both sides of all high- 3) Height restrictions, and is one acre (43,560 sq. ft,) and minimum
ways with them. if all the communities 4) Construction techniques, lot width (frontage) is 125 feet, tots laid
within a region were to adopt this tech- out with minimum frontage will be over
nique, they would make the land Involved There isa need for caution tn the applies- 340 feet deep and could easily incorpa-
useless. Thus there could be legal action tion of any of these requirements. While rate a buffer of 200 feet or more between
against the community to recover dam- each of the techniques will usually therearof the house and the rear lot line.
ages for what could be considered a reduce the effects of noise, there are (See Fig. 3.4) Lots of minimum frontage
"taking without compensation." peculiar factors about many sites which with house relatively close to the reelden-

may render a given technique completely tlal street are usually the most economl-
Furthermore. this type of strip zoning ineffective. It is also possible that other cal to create in s subdivision because of
may not be compatible with other plans site-specific conditions have already re- the high costs associated with street
for the ordedy growth and deveropment duced the noise Impact thereby making construction, driveways, and utilities.
of thecommunlty, or it could be in direct the required techniques redundant. (See Fig. 3.5). Thus. rio particular hard-
conflict with the development patterns of Either way, any extra money spent to ship Is imposed on the developer. Con-
adjacent communities, satisfy thezoning requirement would not versely, areas zoned fsr 10,000 square-
The technique of zoning noise Impacted produce the desired beneficial effects, foot lots could not Incorporate buffer
areas for compatible ]and uses should Thus, each requirement In a zonfng ordl- strips of any significant width without, in
only be considered if: nance for acoustical construction or site effect, decreasing the total number of

design practices should have a provision bulldable lots that cou/d be created out
1) Non-cumulative zoning Is legal under for exception If site-specific conditions of a subdivision tract. Whelhsr the eco-

state law. so dictate, Local municipal structure will nomic hardship thus created is justified
2) The locality has determined that (after determine the exact Iorrn that the excep- must be determined on a local basis.

thorough study) such a land use pattern tlon mechanism should take.
is compatible with the growth plans, The following example of a model srtlcle

safety, and quality of life of the cam- Buffer Strips An overlay zone Incorpo- incorporates the buffer reqlulrement dl-
munity and the region, as well as with the rated into the zoning bylaws could re- reeUy into the zoning bylaw.
already existing land uses in the area, quire a buffer strip between all residential

3)A local noise control ordinance or a construction in that zone and the
similar ordinance within the zoning by- highway. Thisrequirement can bedirectly
taw will prevent the uses In the zone near stated in lhe zoning bylaw, or g can be
the highway from In turn becoming noise included in local development standards
sources oblectionable to uses in adjacent or subdivision rules and regulations as
zones, being applicable in the overlay zone.

Some provision for plantings or ground

3.1.2 Design and Construction cover within the buffer can be fncorpo-
Requirements rated.
Zoning can require specific construction Ttlis technique will be most practical in
practices or site design details which areas whererequired lot size Is relatively
tend to ameliorate potential noise incom- large so thatthe Incorporatfon of the buf-
patibllltles. These Include: fer strip as part of one's backysrd poses

1)Bufferetrips, no unusual hardship, For example, in
2) Noise barriers, residential areaswhere minimum lot size

1Tee provisions for pfamlngs In
Ihi_ model ordinance a_e primarily
Intend_d tolnsuretnat the buffet

I= aesIhellcally acceptabJo In addl-
(Ion to providing the desired dis,
lance btnweetl IhO I1O15(J 8autos

"1g aria the land uses,



Section . Screening and Buffers -
Noise Impact Superimposed Districts
Screening and buffers shall be required HIGHWAY
in Noise Impact Superimposed Districts

wetrurr 1il
highway as follows: this shall be if:::::::::::::::::::::::::::

,east_OOfeetinw_d,h;itshe,oonta,ne ii;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiscreen of planHngs in the center of the
strip, The screen shaJl be not less than 5 _::::::::::::

footnwidtha°d0feetinhsightatthe i _'i_
time of occupancy of such lot, Individual
shrubs or trees shall be planted not more
than three feet on center, and shall there-

after be mainta_ned by the owner or oc- I!E_ iiiiilii_iiii 1 350'

cupants so as to maintain a dense screen
year-round. At least 50 percent of the
plantings shall consist of evergreens. A
solid wall or fence, not to exceed 6 feet In
height, complemented by suitable

plantings, may he substituted for such iiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiii;i

landscape buffer strip by special permit,
The strip may be part of the yard area.

No residential use, hospital, nursing
home, church, school or daycare center 9 125'
shall be constructed within the buffer
strip. No such use, previously existing at
tile time of enactment of this section
shall be extended Into or within the
buffer strip. No structure within the
buffer strip shell be converted to any
such use.B

3.4 Houses plac©d near Ihe front of
long narrow rots have deep rear
yard_ available to act _s noise
buffers.
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Construction of Noise Barriers Construc- 1)Materials--
tlon of an earth berm or well during devel- General Provisions All peripheral fencing shall be predomln-
opment of a subdivision can be incorpo- All proposed fencing, other than the antly of slumpstone or masonry block
rated into thecommungy'e zoning bylaw fencing of an individual residential lot construction or other material as ap-
or into the development standards or the from anotherresidential lot, shall be sub- proved by the Director of Environmental

ject to review and approval of location, Affairs.
subdivision rules and regulations. Large height, materials and color as follows-- 2)Color:individual non-residential uses such as
an office park can be protected frets The colorer any proposed wall must be

in harmony with nearby fencing. Any pro-
noise by berms or barriers if the proper posed continuation of an existing wall
stipulations are Incorporated into the re- along an artedal street must provide for
qulrements for the appropriate develop- an Identical match of color and materials.

ment or building permits. 3) Height:
Barriers are not the ideal noise compatl- The minimum and maximum height of a
billty control in many geographical Ioca- proposed wall shah be subject to the ap-
tions. There may be disadvantages of proval of the Director of Environmental
aesthetics, quality of life, and safety In- Affairs based upon the height of otherwalls nearby, the need for traffic sight
berent In any barrier project which must distance, the desirability of preserving a
be individually evaluated. Required con- sense of open epacc, and the need for
etruction of barriers can be limited to privacy.
situations where other alternatives do not
exist. 4)Walls shall be required for screening of

storage areas, loading areas, parking
The following provisions, taken from the areas, and other areas as designated in
Development Standards of the City of the Municipal Code and other provisions
Cerritos, California, could be adapted to of these Development Standards. In addi-

tion, walls shall be required to separate
local conditions elsewhere as permitted major categories of land use as follows--

understate enabling legislation, a) Residential Subdivision Adjacent to an
Arterial Street: Residential subdivi-
sions may be buffered from arterial
streets with a combination of fencing
and landscaping, alternating frontage
road bufferstrtpe with solid decorative
block walls and occasional wall breaks
for wrought iron fencing, pedestrian
access, and inset planters.

b) Residential Subdivision Adjacent to a
Freeway: Residential subdivisions
shall be buffered from freeways and
freeway on-and off-ramps with a com-
bination of fencing and landscaped
berme,8
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_ street 40' street

Example B

Example A
350'

40'

Example C

Example Lot size Street size

width depth area length area
(Ft.) (Ft,) (Ft,) (Ft,; 10lots) (Ft.; 10 lots)

A 125 350 43750 625 5000
FI 210 210 44100 1050 8400
C 350 125 43750 1750 14000

3,5 Three possible conflgurallon= ;or est street length per lot; and the
1 acre minimum lot= with 125 foot smal=_st t_l_l =troot eros.
minimum frontage =_howlngsay.
Ings In street construcHon Iol
minimum frontage Iot+;. Nolo thst
example A, which utilizes mini.
mum frontage, requires the _horl. 1 5



HeightRestrictions Height restrictions to into the Building Code and to use the for reduction of lot size and creation of
limit residential buildings to a single Zoning Bylaw merely to define the gee- open space similar to those found in
storyor to a maximum height can be dl- graphical area where the requirements clusterzonlng.

rectly incorporated Into the zoning regu- are applicable, PUB and cluster are forms of "incentive
lagons which apply to a noise impacted 3.1.3 Special Development Concepts Certain zoning" In which the developer Is given
area. Height restrictions, when used in
conjunction with natural or man-made noise amelioration measures on large some special incentive in return for pro-
barriers, can prevent some of the most scale developments are dependent on the riding a development more desirable toamount of flexibility that the developer the municipality. In cluster zoning, the
severehighway noise directly hitting bed-
room windows without banning all resl- has. Cluster development and planned developer gains by having to construct
dentlal uses. Although very simple, this unit development (PUB offer a devel- fewer and shorter streets and by often
solution has some drawbacks; oper incentives to set aside major per- being able to create more marketable

A) lt will only be effective If the terrain Is tigris of a tract for buffer strips and to fots;whllethe municlpalitybeneflts from
such that single story bu_d_ngsaresffso- locate buildings in natural low-noise decreased public costs, such as road
livelyout of the line of sight of the noise pockets on the tract. A well written and maintenance, shorter school bus routes,
source, properly administered cluster or PUDpro- and fewer miles of police patrol routes.

B) It may be more expensive for the builder vision in a zoning ordinance can grant The municipality also receives the benefit
thanother techniques such as acoustical this flexibility and still protect against of having permanent open space created
construction in places where land values unwanted advantage being taken of the at no cost. Under PUD, the developer
arehlgh, clusterlPUDconcept, also gains by being permitted to buildvaluable commercial uses in an other-

C)lt may not be necessary in the entire Cluster residential development lea zon- wise residential zone, but tn return he
noiseImpacted zone, but only for the row Ing technique under which the residences may be called upon to provide some corn-
of houses nearest the highway, on a large development tract are placed in muntty facilities such as recreational

D)lt may have negative effects of enforcing small groups, or "clusters", while a facilities or even land for schools as a
archilectural uniformity and restricting major portion of the tract remains as part ofthsdsvelopmsnt.
the flexibility needed to make best use of open space. Usually this is accomplished
the site. by allowing a smaller Individual lot size Whether a cluster development or a PUD

One approach to height restrictions than zoning normally allows, but with a is a permitted land use Is dependent on
which overcomes some of the above provision that the total number of units the state enabling acts. For example,
drawbacks Is to allow exception to the re- constructed will not be increased, communities in Massachusetts san

adopt zoning which permits cluster ds-
stdcllon if satisfactory evidence of alter- Planned Unit Development is similar to velopment, although they cannot require
native noise compatibility measures is cluster development, except that the It. At present, however, permitting a PUC
presented, development Is not completely restricted is of questionable legality under the
Specific Construction Restrictlsns Spe- to residential uses. Under this technique, Massachusetts zoning enabling act.
ciflc reduiremeflts for acoustical con- a large tract Is developed as a somewhat
structlon methods In the Noise Impacted self contained community with residen- Actually requiring that a tract be devel-
Zone can be delineated directly tn the tial uses plus some shops or other corn- oped asa cluster or as a PUB Is presently
zoningbylaws In most states, An altema- mercial uses primarily intended for use illegal in many states. The decision mast
five, which may fit more appropriately bythe residentsof the tract. Often, some be left to the developers, but properly
Into theadministrative structure of many corrlmunity facilities are also Included in
communities is to put the requirements the PUD. PUDzoning contains provisions
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structured incentives can motivate them the construction of typically noise-in- or by an architectural review board. The
strongly to choose the cluster or PUD compatible land uses in a noise impacted role of architectural review boards is dis-
option, area. Thus, such land uses would be per- cussed in a subsequent section of this

mitted only if, In the judgement of the ap- manual,
Cluster and PUDoptions will only work in propriate local official or board, they are
areas where zoning density is low deemed to satisfy certain pro-conditions. 3-2 Other Legal Controls
enough to allow the chJstering of resi- Exaclly what permit conditions are pos- Zoning is not the only legal tool availableto local governments to control noise In-
dences on smaller than usual individual sible under state enabling legislation compatible land use, Subdivision control
lots without creating crowding, In areas varies considerably from state to state.
of densities higher than two or three laws, building codes, health codes, oc-
single family residences per acre, this Environmental Impact Statements When- cupancy permits, speclal permit prose-
type of development is not practical with- ever the state laws permit, the local re- dures and environmental impact state-
out useof multi-family buildings. Where quirement of an environmental impact merit requirements can all be used to
space allows, cluster and PUD zoning report for anyconstruction in a noise im- prevent incompatible land uses from
can provide excellent noise compatibility pact district could be a most useful tool coming into existence.
control In addition to often providing for to educate and motivate the developer.
a quality of development unobtainable tn And, as state laws change, the impact 3.2.1 Subdlvislon Control
more conventional subdlvistons, report could become the basis of actual Laws

The concept of cluster and PUD develop- noise compatIbilltyenforcement. Although in many states subdivisioncontrol laws and zoning are closely re-
merit is too complex to be completely Building Code In municipalities where iated, they are usually separate laws
discussed in this manual, and should the building codeis already administered sometimes administered by different
certainly not be adopted merely as a tool by a well established municipal organlza- local authorities. In Massachusetts, for
to obtain noise compatibility. If, how- tion, additional specifications in the example, thebuHdinginspectorofatown
ever, a municipality has, or plans to building codeoan be a convenient and in- is the zoning officer who must enforce
adopt, a cluster or PUD provision, ]nclu- expensive way to require acoustical con- the town's zoning bylaw. The Planning
slon of noise compatibility into its regu- struction practices such as sound Insula- Board, on the other hand, administers
latory structure would be appropriate, lion or sealed windows. An overlay zone subdivision control through the rules and

on the zoning map can often be the most regulations which ithas adopted.
3.1.4 Defining theScopeof practical way of defining the geograph-

Other Local Controls ical area where these additional specifi- Subdivision control law Is administered
Zoning can be used to define eonve- cations apply. Building code acoustical on the local level by a planning board or
nlently the geographical areas where requirements are treated in detail in a planning officer using subdivision rules
local revision procedure or certain local subsequent section of this manual, and regulations, development standards
regulations apply, The details of the sp- or similar documents, These rules and
pllcable procedure or regulation need not Acoustical Analysis by an Architectural regulations contain the various require-
appear as part of the zoning regulations. Review Board The zoning regulations can ments which must be met by a devel-
Four of these are possible methods to also be worded to require acoustical oper In the creation of a subdivision,
obtain noise-compatible land use devsl- analysis of all proposed development Such things as storm drainage, pavement
opment control: within areas of potential noise Impact. type, curbs, sidewalks, maximum grades

Such areas could be defined by an over- in streets, street width, underground
Special Permits A zoning or other local lay zone, The actual analysis might be utilities, and recreational land can all be
law could require special permits priorto done by a member of the m unlclpal staff specified In those requirements.
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The requirements which a planning board construction such as peak levels In bed- ability to waive any provisions when the
can build into Its rules and regulations rooms at night, specific conditions so warrant, Thus, the
are very specifically delineated in the 4)Interpretive regulations with precleestan, required construction requirements could
state laws on subdivision controI.Wheth- dards rett up to the discretion of the be reduced, for example, to involve only
era noise compatibility element can be building Inspector in each specific case, those walls of a building directly facing a
required as part of a subdivision sub- noise source, Or, some provisions could
mlttal or whether requirements can be As with most legal techniques, the be waived entirely if the conditions in-
made for acoustical site planning or choices range from laws which are vary volved in the individual case make them
architectural review is dependent on the specific but not always appropriate in a unnecessary,
state laws. It may be possible, for ax- given case to laws which are vague but

which can be Interpreted to optimize The particularwordingprasumesthattha
ample, to requfre a buffer strip or to re-
quire acoustical site planning in the area each individual situation. The key in writ- local building Inspector has some way of
sear a highway. It may also be possible ing a viable noise compatibility section defining areas of the community where a
to specify acoustical limits in decibels for a building code is to make it strong noise compatibility problem may occur,
which cannot be exceeded whhout enough to be enforceable and yet dlscre- Alternative wordings could be chosen to
acoustical construction techniques, tionary enough to be flexible. One way to define the applicable areas by measure-

attempt to satisfy both of these goals Is meet withasound level meter, by a noise
In addition to direct specification of to define the specific requirements as be- contour map, by an overlay zone on the
acoustical criteria for developments, the leg applicable only in areas where the ax- zoning map, or by Including all areas
subdivision control rules and regulations pected or actual exterior noise levels within a specified number of feet (such
can be used as a bargaining tool to ob- exceed certain levels, as 500) of certain highways. Also, an al-
lain acoustical considerations from do- ternativa wording could make some
vslopers. In many states, the rules and Building codes have two weaknesses person other than the building inspector
regulations adopted under subdivision when used alonaaa a noise compatibility responsible for Interpretation of appHca-
control law may be waived for sufficient control: blllty of the code provisions.
reason by the planning board or planning • They generally do not control the use of
office, Thus, there lean implicit ability to the land surrounding the buildings and
bargain foracoustlcal Improvements. thus cannot requh'a barriers, site plan-

3.2.2 Building Codes ning, or planted buffers, As a result, theymay not result In the most cost-effective
Local building codes can be a powerful
toolto insure that any of a series of noise noise reduction strategy, unless they
compatibility measures are taken. Re- contain mechanisms to allow the use ofless expensive techniques of site plan-
qulremanta can take four basic forms;

1)Requirements for epaeiflo construction nlng and design where appropriate to
techniques such as double glazed win- achieve desired noise levels.
dows, double studded walls, or air con- • They have no applicability to existing
ditlonlng, buildings.

2)Requirements for specific attenuation Specific Construction Techniques The
characteristics from construction In hypothetical section of a building code
terms of a mandatory Sound Transmls- which follows attempts to combine
signClass (STC) level, strength with appropriate applicability by

3) Specification of cerlaln noise levels after granting the local building inspector the
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Specification of Exterior and Interior

Suction __ Acoustical Noise Levels After Construction Instead
Construction Requirements of requiring In a building code that cer-
In all droas determined by the building tain acoustical construction materials be
inspector to have the potential of slgnifl- used, a performance standard could be
cant noise impact, the following design set requiring the attainment of specific
requirements shall apply-- interior noise levels. An example of ex-

A)AII windows shall be double glazed with teriorand Interior performance standards
a minimum glass thickness of 3116 inch which might be applied are those
and a minimum sealed airspace between adopted by the U.S. Department of Hous-
the panes of 2 inches, ins and Urban Development for use by

B)AII residential ar;d office buildings, has- builders of federally funded housing.
pitals, rest homes and day care centers (See Fig. 3,6)
shall have air-conditioning adequate, In
the opinion of the building inspector, to
cool the rooms to 68 degrees when the Exterior

outside temperature Is 65 degrees, discretionary - normally acceptable 65dBA - L33
C)AII exterior walls shall be constructed (notlobeoxce_dedmorethanSoutof24houre.)

with staggered studs to isolate interior
from exterior sides of the wall The re- clearlyacceptabie 45dBA-L2
suiting gap shall contain a continuous (notlobeexceededmorelhanSOmln. outof24hrs.)
layer of acoustical blanket at least 2_
inches thick. Interior
Provisions of this section may be waived clearly acceptable 45dBA - L33
or otherwise reduced when, in the (nottobeexceededmofelhan8outof24hrs.)

opinion of the bulidlng Inspector, the 55dRA-L4
wags as designed will have a Sound (nottobeexceededmorelhanloutof24hre.)
transmission Class of 50 dB, or when, in
the opinion of the building inspector, the 45dBA - L6 (night)
interior noise levels after occupancy will (not tobeexceededmoreIhan30 mln. outof s hro.)
not exceed 45 dBA more than six minutes
out of each hour. If these requirements
are so waived or otherwise reduced, the
building Inspector shall require satisfac-
tory proof of achievement of expected
noise reductions prior to Issuance of an
occu panty porm It.B

s.e HUDNoiseLevelCdteria1 1US Departmentof Housingend
UrbanDevelopment,Deparfmen_l
CircularI SgO,2,No_e Aaatement
ant1eontrohDOpartrnentalP_ll_y.
ImPla_qenlallonRespon_/fit/es,and
Standa[cls(Washington,0.C.,

t 9 August4,1971),



Noise Attenuation Requirements Re- discretion of the building inspector.2 ,..m=,

qulremente for noise reduction can be Whether this Is the solution for a given Section__
definitive, requiring, for example, a community can only be determined by a Acoustical C,_nstructlon
sound transmission class of 55 dB. careful reviewoflocalconditions. Characteristics-Noise
Definitive regulations are clear and easy ImpactSuperimposed
to enforce, but unfortunately they are not Districts

always appropriate for each Individual No residential use, hospital, nursing
case due to the differences in ambient home, church, school, or daycare center
noise levels, shall be constructed within the Noise

Impact Superimposed District unless
Interpretive Regulations The prime disad- evidence is given that a Sound Transmis-
vantage to any regulation which requires sion Class of at least 55 dB will exist In
acoustical construction techniques Is all exterior walls which face toward the
that such techniques are not always the highway, are perpendicular to the high-
optimum solution to noise incompatlbil- way or are placed at any angle between
ity problems because they are so expen- - facing the highway and perpendicular to
sive. Certainly, site planning, plantings the highway. No sucll use shall be con-

structed unless evidence is given that all
and acoustical design are much more other exterior wails will have an STC of
desirable solutions to a noise problem, not less than 50 dB.
For this reason, it Is Important that the
regulation contain a mechanism for ex- Within 200 feet of the highway In the
caption if other methods will achieve the Noise Impact Superimposed District, no

such usa shall be constructed unless all
desired low noise levels, rooms of the building are served by an
Precise noise standards can be left to the air-conditioning system adequate In the
interpretation of a local official by requlr- opinion of the Building Inspector (or
ing, for example, that the Building In- other appropriate official) to maintain a
specter specify an adequate STC in each constant tern persture of 68 degrees,
particular case. Interpretive regulations The provisions of this section may be
can take advantage of human judgment waived or otherwise reduced If, in the
to provide the optimum solution for each opinion of the Building Inspector, the
case, but they are subject to the human padlcular location and surroundings of
frailties of possible arbitrary, emotional, the proposed building are unique to the

area and will provide for peak noise levels
orevendlshonest decisions, Interpretive less than 45 A-welghted decibels (45
decisions may be more likely to result in dBA) within the I[ving and sleeping areas
court actions than definitive regulations, of the building.II
particularly if the interpretation Is
thought to be arbitrary or otherwise In-
consistent with local precedents. In the
following sample section of a building
code1, a compromise between definitive
and Interpretive regulations is achieved
by including a provision for waiver at the

IThe numbersusedinall the 2Any olharlocalofficialcouJdba
samplecodesoreonly Inuslratlva chosenInplat0 of thebuJlUlng
andnotmeantas recommended InapaclerIf localconuinonsso
rOVBJS,Local6valuationfsNeeded dictate,
tosotappropriatelevelsfor Indl-
vlduolcommunlnes,
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3.2.3 Health Codes health code as a noise compatibility Issuance of an occupancy permit in that
Local and county health codes exist control can be seen in the case of Orange the county does evaluate the potential
almost universally throughout the United County, California. The County's zoning, noise levels at the time of submittal,4
States, Many of them could be adapted subdivision, building and health codes such at1 evaluation Is helpful because It
easily to include a provision for noise apply to all of the unincorporated areas gives the developers knowledge of what
compatibility In new construction. In of thecounty, to expect early In the development pro-
some respects, the health code has cess before excessive money has been
distinct advantages over the other legal The County Health Department requires spent on construction, This in turn
and administrative techniques listed In that the United States Department of reduces the chances of successful court
this manual: Housing and Urban Development (HUD) ac on aga ns the county, should an oe-

requirements for acceptable interior and
• The health code can stand on its own as a exterior noise levels, as outlined In HUD cupancy permit actually be refused,

complete legal entity. It does not require Departmental Circular 1390,2, be met. 3.2.4 Occupancy Permits
the concurrent existence of zoning, sub.
division control, or building codes In The submittal of any development plan Compliance with all of the administrative
order to function, requires, under the California Environ- techniques previously discussed -

• Health codes are generally backed by mental Quality Act (CEQA), that an En- zoning, subdivision laws, building codes
strong state legislation, and they are fro- vlronmental Impact Report (EIR) be sub- and health codes - can be made manda-
quently administered by a strong local mitred. A mandatory element of the EIR tory by conditioning the issuance of an
organization, is a description of actual and predicted occupancy permit on it. An occupancy

• Since the health code and its sdmlnlstra- noise levels at the site and a description permit, or certificate of occupancy, Is a

tire structure exist in almost every corn- of methods proposed to mitigate any ex- document issued by some local authority
munlty, there Is often no need to set up cessive noiselmpacts, such as the E]uifdlng inspector or theBoard of Health. It certifies that a build-
new administrative agencies to handle The County evaluates the submittal seas Ing meets certain minimum standards
the noise compatibility control, to confirm the expected noise levels both and Is therefore fit to be occupied.

• Enforcement of a health code's noise Inside and outside the proposed bulJd-
provisions would be technically simple, ings. If it Isclear that the HUDstandards An occupancy permit, as opposed to a
A single direct measurement on a sound will be met, the plan receives approval building permit, comes after construe-
level meter which is easily used and with respect to noise compatibility, If tion or modification of a building has
costs only a few hundred dollars is suf. there is some doubt whether the HUD been completed. If the building is Judged

ficient to determine if the standard has standards will be met, the approval is by the appropriate local official or off]-
been met, if It has not been met, an occu- made conditional on an occupancy clals to beadequate for the intended use,
pansy permit3is not Issued. permit which will not be issued unless then the occupancy permit is Issued.

• Most health boards have some latitude in actual measurements, taken after con- Without such a permit, the building
what they can Include in their code. In- struction is complete, confirm that the cannot beoccupled.

clusion in the health code of maximum standards have been met. Development Some of the approvals that might be
noise levels as a condition for Issuance plans which appear incapable of meeting needed prior to Issuance of an occupancy
of an occupancy permit has much less the HUG standards are disapproved un- permit include approval from the plumb-rink of a court challenge than the inclu- less revision is made.
aion of the same requirements In the zon. Ing, electrical, and building Inspectors of

The Orange County system is slightly the construction and workmanship; ap-log bylaws or the building codes,
more complicated than merely requiring proval of the fire department regarding

An example of the simplicity of using the achievement of certain standards before fire safety; and approval by the health de-

3occupancypermitsatediscussed 4OrangeCounty uses HUDTe¢;h-
faler In this 8canon. niseiBulb=tinTE! NA171for all

nol_elevelovaluaporlexcept In
rolaSonto barriorQwhenI_usen
HUDTechnical BulletinTE/NA
17S.
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pertment concerning various provisions issued within ten days after the lawful
of thesanitary code. "Section erection or alterations of the building is

If an occupancy permit procedure exists Certificate o! Occupancy complete. Such certificates of occupancy
within the local government, incorpora- Required. shall be posted by the owner of the prop-
tion of noise standards into it is usually it shall be unlawful to occupy any struc- erty in a conspicuous place for a period

ture or lot for which a building permit Is of not less than ten days after IssuanceJl
an easytask. If such a procedure is legal required herein without the owner apply-
under state law but doesn't exist in the Ing for and receiving from the Building
local government it should be considered Inspector a certificate of occupancy spa-
not merely as a noise compatibility tool, clfylng thereon the use to which the
but also as a method of easy enforce- structureoriotmaybeput. Failure of the
ment of other local building standards. Building Inspoctor to act within ten days

of his receipt of the notice of completion
The occupancy permit's strengths lie In of the building and the application foran
the fact that it is based on simple direct occupancy permit shall be considered
measurement and tt is the final step fn approval.

the landdevelopment process, Its prlncl- The certificate of occupancy shall state
parweakness comes from the potential that the building and usecomply with the
financial hardships which it may impose provisions of the Zoning Bylaw and of the
by denying use of a building after con- Building Code of the Town of
s[dsrableconstruction expenditures, in effect at the time of issuance. No such

certificate shall be Issued unless the
Although the occupancy permit proce- building and its use and Its accessory
dum cansuccessfully stand by itself asa uses and the uses of all premises are In
noisocompatibilltyeontrolproeedure, its conformity with the provisions of this
use in conjunction with other control Bylaw and of the Building Code at the
techniques which identify potential prob- time of Issuance. A certificate of oceu-
lems at an earlier time is less likely to pancy shall be conditional on the provl-
cause financial hardship for the builder sion of adequate parking space and other
and possible lawsuits for the local gev- facilities as required by this Bylaw and
ernment, shall lapse if such areas and facilities are

used for other purposes.

A sample section of a zoning bylaw A certificate of occupancy shall be re-
which requires a certificate of occupancy quired for any of the following In con-
follows, This particular sample makes formlty with the Building Code and this
the Building Inspector the enforcing Bylaw:
authority, It could be rewritten to specify 1)Occupancy and use of a building here-
the Boardof Health, the planning offlce, after erected or structurally altered,
or some other appropriate municipal 2)Change In use of an existing building or
authority, the use of land to a use of a differentclassification.

Certificates of occupancy shall be ap-
plied for colncldentally with the applica-
tion for a building permit, and shall be
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3.2.5 Special Permit procedure -- the inclusion of human as a further tool of the special permit
Procedures judgement -- is also the major dlsadvan- procedure. Where legal, this minimizes
Where zoning ordinances exist, some rage. While the judgement of capable, thepossiblHtyof the local permit issuing
land uses are often allowed only under knowledgeable and dedicated people Is authority being misled by false technical
special permit, Some municipalities far better than mere application of inflex- data during the special permit procedure,
which do not have zoning have a special Ible standards, a poorly administered Obviously, this requires that occupancy
permit procedure as part of their general judgement process is subject to emo- permits and their issuance be defined
municipal ordinances. The specific land tlonal, arbitrary, or even dishonest elsewhere]n the bylaw.
uses are permitted only If, in the judg- decisions. Also, the sample section presumes that
merit of the appropriate local official or This does not mean that the special some "Board"2 exists or can be created
board, they are deemed to satisfy eertaln permit procedure should be discarded as and that the Board has some standards
preconditions, A zoning or other local too much of a risk, The potential benefits or "rules and regulations" regarding the
lawcould require special permits prior to to be gained are too significant. Rather, content of special permit application
the construction In a nolselmpacted area. certain questions must be satisfactorily submittals. If this is not the case, such
Exactly what permit conditions are poe- answered in considering the special per- standards may be Incorporated into the

sible under state enabling legislation m]t procedures: zoning bylaw,
varies considerably from state to state. 1) Does the state legislation enable such If a local community desires a provislon
The principal advantage of the special procedures ? for exception to these noise criteria, at
permit procedure over other mote spe- 2) Does a local mechanism for the granting the judgement of the Board, this can be
cific types of restrictions Is that each of special permltsexlst ? achieved by a slight rewording of the
situation Is treated Individually. This Is 3) If such a mechanism exists, does It have sample section.
often desirable if a sound and rational the time and ability to handle noise cam-
solution Is to be reached since the many patibility decisions ?
variables involved, Including terrain, 4)What checks exist to ensure that the
traffic, and noise sensitivity, do not lend local mechanism will be consistent, non-
themselves to generalized solutions, arbitrary, honest, technically sound, and
What Is needed is a site by site analysis relevant ?
and application. No law, no matter how
carefully written, can cover all of the fac- 5) How can the system be Insulated from
tore concerning a given situation in as political pressures of local special
complete a manner as can a sound ad- Interests?
mlntstrative Judgement. 6) Can it be funded either through fees or a

general tax ?
Another advantage Is that the local rules
governing a special permit procedure can Properly structured and administered,
be structured to require the appropriate the special permit procedure is a power-
acouetlcel analysis as part of the permit ful and just method of achieving noise
application. Thus, the potential devel- compatibility.

oper, rather than the local government In the following sample1 of a special per-
would bear much of the expense involved, mit section for a zoning bylaw, provision
The very advantage of the special permit Is made for use of an occupancy permit

t Noise81nndardswllhlnsleeping 2Tho*'Board"canbeany municipal
quart0rsweretakartfromU.S. De- onlclal or agencythai IBnpproo
partrnentof HousingandUrban prlataundur Idealalrcumstanco.
Development,eepanmetltal
Circular1390.2.NolseAbalemont
and Control:Depatt_entatPo/icy.
Ima/omentafionRo._pons_//ll/e_ancJ 23
Standards.August,1971.



1)Within sleeping quarters noise levels _.2.6 Environmental lmpact
Section . shall not exceed: Statement Requirements
Special Permit Procedure A) 55 dB(A) for more than an acre;rowe- There is a rapid trend toward requiring

lion of 60 minutes In any 24-hour that developers Identify and analyze all
for Noise Impact period and
Superimpcsod District B) 45 dB(A) for more than 30 minutes Impacts that a proposed development
No residential use, hospital, nursing during nlght time sleeping hours from will have on the environment, Air and
home, church, school ordaycare center 11 p.m. to 7 a.m., and water pollution, noise, impacts on open
shall be constructed within the Noise C) 45 dB(A) for more than an accumufa- space, and impacts on wlldNfe are a few
Impact Superimposed District except by tlon of eight hours in any 24-hour day. of the factors for which analysis may be
special permit of the Board,No such use 2)Within other interior areas normally oc- required. The results of the analysis,
previously existing at the time of the cupled: noise levels shall not exceed 55 when submitted to permit grantingpublic
adoption of this bylaw may be expanded dB(A) for more than six minutes In any authorities, becomes a useful tool to
into or within the Noise impact Super- hour, identify problems and to decide which
Imposed District except by special permit The Board may include as a condition of situations must be rectified before a per-of the Board. No existing structure within
the Noise Impact Superimposed District the special pan'nil, a requirement for mit is granted.
shall be converted to such use except by actual measurement alter completion ofconstruction to confirm that the alan- State laws vary considerably in the re-
special permit of the Board. dards set forth in this section have been quirements for submittal of environ-
Applications for such special permits achieved before an occupancy permit mental impact statements and plans to
shall contain all information required in shall be issued.l= mitigate adverse impacts. California, for
the rules and regulations of the Board example, requires an extensive envlron-
plus the followlng: mental impact report (EIR) on most

private and public construction projects
1)A plan showing the existing and antic- large enough to require a building permit.

Ipated noise levels in dB(A) that are or These reports are required to contain a
will be expected on the site and in the Ira- detailed noise element, Several other
mediate vicinity of the site. states have adopted legislation requiring2)A description of the site plan construc-
tion techniques, architectural designs, environmental Impact statements, or an
and other measures expected to be taken equivalent procedure. However, most of
to reduce ambient noise levels, Such these treat noise in a general fashion, if
description shall Include sufficient plans at all. Also, these procedures are not ep-
and other drawings to enable the Board plicable to all projects on the local level.
to accurately Identify the noise reduction For example, a rulhtg in Massachusetts
measures expected to be taken, has limited the local scope of environ-

mental Impact proceedings to projects
3) Calculations showing theresulting noise Involving redevelopment and housing

levels expected within and near the authorities.
planned structures.

Prior to issuance of special permits re- 3.3 Municipal Ownership
quired by this section, the Board shall No law, regulation, or financial incentive
determine that the noise levels will be controlling the use of land owned by
successfully reduced to the following others can ever be as absolute as actual
standards.'l ownership by the municipality of the land

1TheSestnndardsaremeantas
examples.AeIn othersample
rsgulaUons,theymustbeadapted
toJocalconditionsandpref-
@fencBs.
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or of restricted casements on the land. 1)Acquisition Costs The primary acqulsl- eminent domain is legal. The major crl-
This section describes alternative types tion cost to Ihe municipality Is the put- teflon is the extent to which there Is a
of municipal ownership and methods of chase price of the land. If this purchase public purpose served by the taking, a
acquiring land oreasements. Is financed by municipal bonds, the In- condition which must be satisfied if

forest on those bonds must also be in- eminent domain is to be valid.
While municipal purchases of massive cludod in the purchase price. Additional
amounts of land might create unaccept- hidden costs to the municipality irlclude: The public purposes served by eminent
able financial burdens in direct outlays domain takings for noise compatibility• Fees Involving transfer of land, including
and lost tax revenues, the actual clrcum- legal costs, engineering surveys, land are subject to question In the courts•
stances of municipal ownership are often transfer taxes and the like; However, strong arguments can bemade_
quite the opposite. There are several • that public health is preserved by prsven-
ways that a municipality can acquire Capital improvements costs, Including
clear title tolandata minimal cost, Ease- necessary repairs to or demolition of tion of human exposure to excessive
meets, an effective form of partialowner- structures on the property, and costs for noise levels, and that the quality and
ship of the land can also often be ob- providing appropriate security arrange- value of the community as a whole ts
talned for less money than outright pur- • mentc such as fences and lighting; improved by not having residences or
chase. Fine v, the loss in tax revenue Maintenance of the property, other [ncompatlble land uses in a noise• Impacted area.

due to the removal of municipally ac- The primary determinant of the land
qulred land from the assessed tax base acquisition cost to the community is The eminent domain process runs the
may be much Iccs expensive than the the mode of acquisition used by the risk of being subject to local opposition
demand for now municipal tax revenue municipality. Five alternative methods because of the involuntary nature of the
that would haveboen necessary to fund can be considered: 1) Outright pur- land acquisition, Furthermore, the cost
the munfclpal services that would have chase 2) Eminent domain taking 3) of the taking is set by the court and may
been required if the land were developed. Gift 4) Public land acquisition under be considerably higher than the corn-

subdivision development 5} Transfer munlty originally anticipated. Both of
The pages that folrowelaborate on some from other governmental agencies, these factors must be evaluated carefully
of the factors Involved In municipal prior to implementation of an eminent
ownership of noise.impacted land. The Each of these methods, appropriate domain proceeding.
options to the community are to leave the under certain circumstances, will be dis-
land undeveloped, to develop It with cussed in the paragraphsthat follow, Gifts Gifts, particularly restricted gifts,
compatible usee_or to sell it with appro- represent a frequently overlooked source
prints covenants on the deed to insure Purchase The purchase of property by a of municipal land. There are often slgnlfl-
that only compatible uses are developed, municlpalLty ls an effective, but expert- cant tax advantages (both property tax

siveway to achieve noise compatible do- and personal income tax) to the indivld-
vclopment. Usually the fact that the ual who gives Fendto the eommnnlty.

3.3.1 Municipal Land municipality has a plan Lopuichase tend Furthermore, restrictive covenants (such
Acquisition adjacent to highways will drive up the as forever maintaining land as open
There are two factors which a municipal- priceof land on the open market, space) can make the donation of such
Ity must consider in deciding the appro- land more attractive.
prletenesa of land acquisition as a policy Eminent Domain Taking Eminent do-
to promote nolsecompatible land use: main proceedings are limited by state Acquisition under Subdivision Develop*

1) The money cost of acquisition law. The purpose of the takings, and the moat Another method of acquisition of
2) The social costs and social benefits as- intended use of the land, are the major landat little or no cost to the community

soclated with ownershipof theland, factors in determining whether the Is that of receiving land as part of the
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subdivision process, This is most practl- • Valueof alternative usa of acquired land, are controlled by covenants or other deed
col in cluster subdivision and planned • Tax loss, restrictions Imposed by the municipality
unit development situations because ,, Loss in private projects not taken, as a condition of sale by the municipality,
both of these situations usually require ° Gain in noise compatibility, and • Pre-existing buildings purchased by the
the creation of public open space as the • Savings In municipal services that would municipality, soundproofed, and then
condition of reduced lot sizes, A propedy otherwise be required, resold toapproprlate buyers.
worded zoning law, combined with ap-

propriate administrative procedures, can Municipalities can usa land acquired in :3.3,2 Easements and
insure that a portion el such rand be a noise impacted areas in three ways: pas- Oor_servatlon Trusts
buffer between a highway and adjacent siva municipal uses, active municipal Restrictive easements are often obtained
land uses. The municipal uses of land uses,and non-municipal uses. by municipalities to protect scenicviews,
received In this manner would be re- watersheds, well sites, and conservation
strlcted primarily to open space, con* Passive municipal uses Include: land, After having granted s restrictive
servatlon, and recreational uses, helping • Linear parks, including riding trails, hlk- easement, the land owner can use the
to solve the noise compatibility problem, ingtrails, and scenic overlooks, land only in ways not prohibited by the
This type of land acquisition is quite • Other recreational uses such as swim- terms of the easement. For example, an
dependent on the bargaining ability of mlng facilities and playgrounds, easement can be written to restrict the
the local officials at the time that they are • Conservation and agricultural uses such owner from building on the land covered
sonslderlngthe plans forapproval, as a watershed protection, or a town byan easement.

Transfer from Other Governmental Agon- forest, or a wildlife sanctuary. Easements for noise cornpatiPlllty put-
gigs Some of the land acquired during Activemunicipal uses Include: poses could restrict buildings in the per-
the development of now highways may " Normally compatible uses such as amu- lions of the land nearest the highway or
be of little or no use to the highway de- nlclpal storage facility, public works other noisesources. They could prohibit
pertinent. For example, highway regula- garage, or a fire station, the cutting clownof trees which presently
tigris may permit the purchase of an *Og'Ler municipal uses which can be forma naturalbuffor, or the destruction
entire parcel of land even if only a small readily soundproofed to adequate levels of an existinghill which presently acts as
portion of il is required for the actual such as municipal office buildings, a barrier, Or, the easement could merely
right of way. The transfer of this land to restrict certaintypes of buildings such as
the municipality can both relieve the Non-municipal uses include: residences unless specified acoustical
highway department of the responsibility " Agricultural or other essentially non- construction techniques are used,
of its maintenance and also serve the occupied uses conducted by private in-
municipal goals of noise compatibility dividuals and restricted by covenants or An important advantage of municipalotherdeed restrictions, possession of an easement is that it can
control. • Usesby other governmental agencies re* often achieve effective control over land

2) Social Costs and Benefits of Continued strlcted by legal agreement to noise corn- at a much lower cost than actual munici-
Publlc Lend 0wnorahlp Local municipal- patiblausea, pal ownership, Easements can ba ob-
Itlss must consider not only the Initial • Buildings constructed to appropriate rained by five of the methods as pro-
costs Incurred in acquiring land, but the soundproofing standards by a redevelop- vlously listed for obtaining ownership:
costs and benefits associated with the ment authority or similar agency, and purchase, eminent domain, gifts, sub-
continued publicownership of that land. soldto appropriate privatebuyers, division conditions, and transfer of other
FIvecomponentsof municipal ownership • Privately constructed and occupied governmental agencies, The difference,
are: buildings whose use and construction however, tsthat title to and limited use of
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the land remains wllh the original owner, community to be held In a conservation general, land held in conservation trust
thus making the cost of obtaining ease- trust fora specified length of time. Since should fit into a municipal or regional
ments much less than the cost of out- the gift is for a specified period of time, open space plan, and not be randomly
right ownership, the original owner retains residual rights chosen on the sole basis of availability.

to the land as a long-term Investment. If a
For the land owner, the giving of an ease- local conservaton commission or similar 3.4 Financial Incentives
ment can often result in a significant agencyexists, it can, depending on Its In addition to direct legal controls on
reduction in his property and income legal status, become the holder of this potential developers, financial incentives
taxes. A property lax reduction can be land, tn the forms of tax reductions and re-
arranged as a condition of the easement duced costs exist. This section examines
to reflect the lessenedvalue of the land While the land remains in the conserve-
because of the existence of the tiontrust, no taxes are paid on it by the someofthesetechniques.
easement, It may be necessary to write land owner. The land owner retains
some guarantee of this lower property tax residual rights for future possible use of 3.4.1 Tax Incentives
assessment Into the easement agree- the land, and is guaranteed the fact that One often overlooked, but very effective
ment in order to convince the property the land will not be developed. This can tool to shape land use development is the
owner of the benefits of granting the be particularl.v advantageous to the land municipal property tax. Tax Incentives
easement to the municipality, Significant owner who is feeling pressures (due to can be used to discourage development
income tax reductions may also occur increasing taxes or Increasing land value) of incompatible land uses, to encourage
because the owner may deduct the entire to soil land which Is valued for scenic or the creation of buffer strips, and to en-
value of the easement as a "charitable otherqualities, courage the use of acoustical construc-

contribution." To the community, this represents an in- tion techniques. All too often however,

The cost of an easement to the munici- expensive way of controlling land to the effect of a municipal tax policy is toencourage rather than discourage such
pallty varies with the terms of the ease- regulate orderly community growth as
mont. First, the price is a function of the well as potential noise incompatibility, development.
value of the rights which the owner is However. safeguards should be built into Municipal tax incentives can take several
giving up. If the easement causes little or a conservation trust program to Insure forms:
no change to the land use options avail- that the trust benefits the municipality in A) Undeveloped landor agricultural land can
able to the landowner, then the cost of generaland is not merely a way in which be assessed as such rather than as a
the easement should be small or perhaps one land owner gets protection for h[s or much more valuable collection of vacant
free. If, however, the easement greatly her forest preserve at the expense of the but buildable lots. The resulting tax acts
restricts uses which could otherwise taxpayers, as an incentive for the owner to keep the
have been possible, then the easement land in its undeveloped state.
cost will approach that of actual put- The cost of significant municipat set- B) Lots In a noise impacted area can be as-
chase, Careful attention should be given viceswhich can be saved by preventing sessed at a flat rate regardless of size
to insure that no unnecessarily restrictive development of the parcel Is a benefit to rather tllan on a "per square foot" baals.
(and therefore costly) conditions are themunicipality only If the parcel would, This encourages larger lots which make
written into easements, in fact, be developed If the trust did not on-lot buffer strips possible.

exist. The prevention of future noise In- C)The extra cost (and value) of acoustical
Conservation Trusts A variation of an compatibility problems or the gaining of construction such as insulation, air con-
easement is a conservation trust. The public access to desirable woodlands dltloning, ordouble glazed windows can
owner of a parcel of land gives landto the also may benefit the municipality. In be assessed at little or no value.
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The mosl effective of thesetax incentives not be legal. Even in states which permit whenever the increased casts of provid-
is the Ilrst: assessment to discourage the specitlo exemptions (such as Massachu- ing municipal services to new develop-
development of land. Yet, all too often, setts, which allows agricultural land to meets aregreaterthan the additional tax
local assessment policy has Just the op- be assessed as such) there is question revenues that the new developments will
pestle effect in that It encourages and whether the scope of these exemptions generate.
sometimes forces the development of can be expanded (sucll as to include
land. wooded areas, open spaces, or under- The chance of obtaining publis accep-

developed land). The legal constraints tense can be increased if it can be dem-
A widespread policy among local asses- must beevaluated foreach given state, onstrsted to the public that a greaUy In-
sing bodies (s to tax all property at Its creased tax rate (due to increased
potentlsl"hlghest and best use", thereby A second issue which reflects on the demand tar pubgc services) is the alter-
creating the broadest possible tax base. legality of incentive assessment policies native to a lesser Increase due to narrow-
The logic behind this type of policy is Is tim equity wtth which the policy is Ing of the tax base. Also, the desirability
that a given amount of municipal revenue applied. If, for example, it is desired to el msintain_ng the land In its present
can thus be raised with the smallest apply such an assessment policy to all state for other than financial reasons can
possible tax per dollar of assessed value- agricultural land near a major highway, also be used as an argument.
tlon. tn theory, this will keep everyone's then It will probably be necessary to
tax bill to a minimum, If the municipal- apply the same policy to all agricultural 3.4.2 Relaxation of Local
ity's Interests are best served by the land throughout the municipatity, Wheth- Regulations
land's not being developed, the object er such universal applicability of low A major financial incentive to encourage
would be to assess the undeveloped land value assessments Is compatible with builders and developers to utilize noise
as low as possible rather than assessing other municipal goals is a question to be compatible construction and develop-
it according to its "highest and best answered on a local basis, ment techniques is to relax enforcement
use". Conversely, high taxes on undsvel- of certain provisions of some local regu-
sped land may give the owner no finan- Perhaps the most frequent problem as- latlons. Often, local regulations arcades
clal alternative other than selling to a soclated with an Incentive assessment such as development standards, and
developer, policy Is that of obtaining public aceep- subdivision regulations allow Iooal offi-

lance of It. It Is obvious that any action cials some discretion in their enforce-
However, such an assessment policy will which towered the assessment value of meet. This discretion can become an ira-
not be without potential problems and property would narrow the tax baseof the portant bargaining tool to bring about
these problems should beaddressed and municipality and thus raise the tax rates various noise compatible development or
ovemome. The potential problems fall and the tax bills of those whose property' construction techniques. Thus, the
intothreegeneralereas: was not massessed. (This assumes that builders or developers can financially

A.)Legality under statelaws, the total amount st money to be raised benefit from relaxation of local regula-
B) Equityofapplication, and through the property tax does not de- tions or codes, if In turn they agree to
C) Public acceptance, crease.) And an increase in tax bills is by provide for appropriate acoustical devel-

Each of thesewill be treated in turn. nomeans a guaranteed method to inspire opment or construction.
enthusiastic public acceptance.

The lega//ty of incentive assessment psi- For example, a Iooal regulation might
icles varies from state to state, If stats Often, however, these assessment psi- c_rdlnad(y require sidewalks on both
law requires "full and fair evaluation" isles wfll actually prevent much of the sides of all streets within a new sub-
without specific exemption of undevel- future increase in taxes that would other- division. Perhaps this requirement could
sped land, this assessment policy may wise have been necessary. This Is true be waned an one s_ds of some of the
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shorter streets without any adverse cannot beas definite as legal regulations a successful influence en the quality ef
effect on the quality ef the subdivision, or as absolute as ownership of the land community growth,
The resulting savings could beenough to but they carl, for a very low cost, supple-
compensate the developer for the cost of ment these other administrative methods. In the area of noise-compatibility control.

the ARB can recommend any of s vast
acoustical site layout or construction of a Four municipal services will be discussed number of physical techniques such asbarrier or herin. Likewise, a waiverwhich

in the pages that follow: site design, architectural building de-
allows substltution of molded asphalt or 1)Architectural review boards, sign, insulation, acoustical windows,
bituminous concrete curb for ordinarily 2)Munleipaldesignservlcos. subdivision layout, buffer stripe, andrequired granite curb can savethe devel-
oper several dollars per foot of road. The 3) Builders Information libraries, and berms and barriers. Again it should be
developer might find such a saving to be 4) Public Information programs, emphasized that noise compatibility con-

trol is only one of several benefits that
weft worth the added cost of providing a 3.5.1 Architectural Review will accrue because of an architectural
subdivision that is acoustically compat- Boards review board. Other benefits such aa con-
iblewlth neighboring noisea0urces. One of the many benefits that a local tinully of architecture, community plan-
The specific noiselmpact reduction tech- community can derive from an archltec- ning, and quality of design and
nlques that can be obtained in this tural review board Is noise compatible constructloncan be equallylmportant.
fashion Include acoustical site planning, design control.
berm or barrier construction, buffer An architectural review board (ARB) is a 3.5.2 Municipal Design
strips, acoustical architectural design, Iocalbeard--eltherofficlaloruneff[clal-- Services
insulation, and other construction tech- composed of citizens expert in archltec- For a municipality which has the technl-
niques, lure and related fields who analyze pro- cal ability on Its staff, an Informal design
Certain potential problems sbould be ad- posed development and construction and review service can be the optimum way te
dressed and overcome If such a policy Is who provide the appropriate municipal Insure that future development and cen-
to baattempted. These problems fall into efficials with advice based en this struct[nn is eempatlble with existing
five categories: analysis. Often the ARB Is composed of nearby noise sources,

A)The relaxation of the local code should members who have volunteered their
not cause asignlficant negaflveeffect, part-time services to this community An effective design review service can

B) The policy must belegal, project, consist of nothing more than an em-ployee of the municipal engineering,
C) The application of the policy should not Although it Is often net an official branch planning, or building departments who

bearbitrary, of the municipal government, the ARB specifies certain minimum requirements
D) Undesired precedents should not be eel, can derive significant strength from the for insulation, window construction, wall
E) The person who benefits from the code support which If receives from the agen- construction, barriers, berms, or buffer

relaxation must be capable of providing c[es and officials who receive its edvlce, strips on a copy of the plans ae eub-
thedeeiredacoustlcal benefit, Conversely, an ARB, no matter how mltted by the developer, The employee

skilled its members may be, Is of no real can also be one who would normally
3.5 Municipal Sell/Ices value if its advice Is not heeded or if its reviewthe plans during the permit orsub-

A municipality can provide a variety of decisions are not supported by the local division approval process, and the add[-
services to Insure that now development officials who have the legal authority to tlon of the noise specifications would
is compatible with nearby noisesources, enforce such decisions. This support, or thus addonly a few minutes to the review
Sor_e of these services are surprisingly lack thereof, ts perhaps the key deter- process, The developer would then have
effective. Municipal educational services mlnent ef whether or not the ARB wlfl be a clear Indication ef the noise cornpatl-
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bility measures which the municipality otherwise unavailable information which pality's efforts to achieve noise compatt-
desired, they may be quite writing to use in their billly control.

The specifications passed on to the de- planning. The format of a public information eer-
veloper could be requirements, the sub- Even a library consisting of this manual, vice will vary from community to com-
Ject of negotiation, or mere suggestions, a map showing the areas of noise ira- mueity depending on local skills and
depending on the strength of local laws pact,1 one or two of the references listed facilities. A very simple yet effective
and the specific wording of state enabl- in section 5.3 and a handful of advertls- technique would be to indicate areas of
ing legislation, Even specifications ing brochures from manufacturers of In- noise impact on all municipal maps.
whioharemeresuggesflonestandagood sulatlon or other acoustical bugdlng Since prospective heels buyers often
ehailce of being followed especially if materials would provide an information obtain such a map, they would thus be
they do not represent a major added cost source significantly greater than that aware of the potentiality of the noise in-
to the developer or builder, or if they can readily available to the average builder. A compatibility. While certainly not all
be expected to Improve the market vaJue single shelf in the town halJ or the local potential buyers will be aware of this in-
of the buildings, library may beall that ts needed, formation, the fact that some of them will

may be enough to motivate the builder or
It should be remembered that the devel- While this may seem to be a naively developer.
opera or builders do not necessarily slmplesolufien to a complex problem, It
know Ihe expected noise impact on a should again be remembered that many More sophisticated public information
planned building, the amount of noise designers and the vast majority of all services could use maps displayed
attenuation that Is desirable, or the op- buildersand developers have had little or prominently in the library or at the
timum way to achieve that attenuation, no experience with noise compatible municipal offices. Publicity in the local
As such, the builder fs flkely to welcome construction and design, The library, press or cooperation from a local public
the advice of a municipal employee who perhaps set up and maintained by a cit- service organization such as the
is reasonably cognizant of noise attenua, izen volunteer who has some knowledge Chamber of Commerce can be effective
tlon measures and expected local noise in t_is topic, can provide the builder or In some localities.
levels, developer with the appropriate informa- Like several of the other administrative

3.5.3 Builder's information tion. Actual use of such a service can be
Library urged by the local departments which techniques listed in this manual, a publicInformation service will not by itself be
A passive form of munJcipal design ser- issue permits or which approve aubdlvi- the cure to all the community's noise
vice consists of merely maintaining a aion plans, compatibility problems. It can, however,
convenient library of acoustical design be a useful force when used in
and construction techniques along with 3.5.4 Publlclnformation conjunction with other administrative
some background literature on expected Services techniques.
noise levels. This is an appropriate yen- Public awareness of the severity of noise
tufa in many smaJler communities where impacts and the physical techniques that 3.6 Corlclusions
the municipal planning and engineering can lessen these impacts can be an Ira- The various administrative techniques
offices may be part-time or combined portent factor in determining the market- which may bring about noise compatible
with other municipal functions. It is very ability of a building, especially a home. land use are listed in Figure 3.6. While
inexpensive. It requires a minimum of This can havea direct financial effect on somecommunitlee mayconsiderasingle
personal attention by municipal officials the builder through both price and quick- technique--such as the health code--
or employees. And, It provides the focal hess of sale. Accordingly, public aware- adequate to provide the desired control,
designers, buiJdere, or developers with nasa can be a welcome tool in a munlcl- most local governments wlJI find that a

1 Available from slate highway

depi_rt men1 data,
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combination of several techniques is programs and to utilize an architectural cost of adopting and enforcing municipal
best in terms of effectiveness, cost, and review board for long range planning, regulations can be significant and must
desirability of results, Conversely, the threat of extensive rapid be considered in determining which

development may limit the municipal administrative techniques are to be era-
One such combination might be zoning choice to such things as building and ployed. Otherrelevant financial consider-
to require buffer strips, health code stan- health codes which can be quickly imple- ations are the future tax base and the
dards enforced by oecupancyperrnlt, and msntsd and which apply to Individual future demand for municipal servlses.
an architectural review board. Under such construction sites even after subdivision Both of these, which vary depending on
a combination, the near-absolute author- layouts have been planned, how the land Is developed and used, are
ity of the health code Is complemented Existing Development If there Is ns influenced by the noise compatibility
by two other methods (zoning and the existing development in the area, the tenduse control strategy chosen.
ARB) that will tend to bring about the choice of physical and administrative AdmlnlstratlveStructureof Local Govern-
most desirable physical solutions. Also, techniques Is quits wide. If, however, the msnt Any administrative technique can
the requlrsd buffer strips and the arch- area Is partially developed, It may be ex- only be effective if there is a willingness
ltectural review should significantly erupt from zoning or subdivision control ands capability within the municipality's
reduce the number of instances where and It may be beyond the scope of any governmental structure to aotually ad-
enforcement of the health code requires scheme such as planned unit develop- minister the technique.
expensive modifications to buildings meal sr acoustical site planning that re- The Local Potltlsel Situation If the local
after they have been constructed. This qulrsscoordinated development of major legislative body will not adopt a desiredcombination would work well in municl-

areas, regulation, or if it will not vote funds for
polities where low expected land use Physlsal Techniques Desired Some land purchase or administrative costs,density made buffers practical, where an
effeetlvsarchitectural reviewboard could physical techniques such as acoustical the desired administrative technlqus--
be established, where the health code subdivision design are not within the regulation or purchase--is impossible.

scope of some administrative techniques Likewise, strong opposttlsn by local gill-could be made appropriately strong, and
where existing development in and near such as building codes. If a particular clals can hamper any attempt to effsc-
the noise impacted area was slight, physisal solution Is desired, an appro, lively enforce existingregulations,

griate adrnlnlstratlve technique must be Applicability UnderState Law If a tech-
A combination more appropriate In a rnu- chosen, niquo Is not legal under state law, It can-
nlcipallty where high land values dictate Dsgrsoof Control Desired Some admln- not be considered as a valid noise corn-
relatively dense land use development Istrative techniques such as municipal patible land usecontroh
might be industrial zoning of major tracts ownership are absolute controls. Other
with building code requirements for techniques, such as educational ser-
acoustical insulation in the remainder of vices, incentive zoning, and financial In-
t_e nolseimpacted area, centlvss are voluntary. In situations

Several variables must be individually where a most dssired administrative
evaluated on the Iossl level to determine technique such as incentive zoning might
an appropriate combination of tech- notalwaysbesuffleientlystrong, deslred
niques: control can be assured by having an addl-
Timing If major land use development is lionel control suohas health codes which
not expected for some time, the munlel- could boused where necessary.
pagty has the luxury of being able to set Financial Considerations The cost of
up incentive zoning (cluster and PUD) municipal acquisition of land, and the
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Admlnielratlve Techfllqus Physical Result Slluatlona Where Most Applicable

Zoning IoExclude Typically Incompalibl£J Land Prevent Ion of Incompatlbl,_ Land Use Whore Demand lot Typically Compatible Lend Uses
U,+US Is SlgnRIcsnl

Zoning Io Require BuRst Strips Bullet Strlp_ Wh_re Lund Vsluua and / or Lol Slze_ Permit

ZeroingIs R(]qulre Botrns end Barriers Path Dl_zrupll_n WIl_r_ Other Physical Tochnlqes are Not Pr_cllcal

Z(_nJnole LImR Bull[ling Height Palh Disrupt Ion When Torroln Makes this Technique Effecttva

Zoning toRequire Acoustical Building Techniques Insulallon, Isolellort, Absorption Whore Other Moa3uroe are _ni)dequale

Zoning to Allow Cluster or Planned Unll Rut for St ripe+ SIlo Design, Path Dl_ruplion Wher_ L_rgo UrKJovelopedAr_a8 Exist
Developmenl

Subdivision Cent tel Law Burrers, Rerms, Barrier ,% SRe Design, Path W_ere Largo Davelopmenl8 Rather Ttla rl Irldlvhlual
D_sruptIon Bullcllngs are AnllclpoIQd

t]ulld_ng(;o_os Insulotlon, Isolallon+ Absorpllorl Whore Indlvldual Lots Are Bol_lg OevoJopod

Hoelth Cgdes Most T(K;hnlques ,_,nywh£+r_Stale Laws Permll

Special PermR Requirement8 Moat Te£:hnlquos Anywhere That Ih(_Permit Grantlrlg ,*_y_tem Exists
or C_n Be SlsdoCf

Envlfor+montalImpa¢l Statornent_ Meal Techniques Anywtl_re Legal Under Stats Law

Municipal Purchase el Iho Land Bullet Str_ps, Prevonltorl of tn¢ompallbls Land USa Whore Development Pressures Make Loss Absolule
MfasauF_ _XlBdequele

Other MiJnlclpal Acquisition of La+lc_ Buff or St rips, Provenllen of h_compatlbl(_ Lend U_e Where Possible

Pad_al Ownorshlp--E_aement s and conservation BuRer Strips, Prevonllon of IncompaRble Land Use Where Possible al Low Coat

Properly Tax Incentives Prevention of Incompatlbl_ Land US_ Wt_ere Tax Pressures Exist oil Owners of Undevel-
oped Land

RelaxallonrJtMur_lclp_l C_dos as a Financial Meal Technlquo_ Oely Wh(_re Cod8 EnforcemOtll cen be Relaxed
Incenl+_0 Wllhout NegallveSld_ Effect_

ArChlt0c_uralRe¥1ow Boards Most Techniques Where AbprOprlale Ablllt y Exist5 on the M un_¢lpsl
Star

Municipal Design Servlcezs Most Tecl_nlques Anywhere

8.7 Administrative Noise Gompatlbll-
Ily LandU¢oControl Techniques
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ectlYanosA Cost to the Municipality Enlorcement Mechanism Commonl=

Ih Inslgnlllcanl if Zoning Exists Note 1 May Make Land Werlhlesn

No_oI Easy _o Irnplomoni In LOWDonslly Area8

Not o,_1_2, & 3 ellen not Aoslhotlcally Desirable

Nolu 1 Etiocllvo In Lirnlt od Situ_llons

h tot interiors, Low tot Notes 1,2, & 3 Car; Cause Unnecessary Building Costs

Addlllonal R0vlowProcecltJte Approval Procecluro SIQnJflcant P£*tentlal Benoflts_ but Can be Mfsu0od

Inslglllllcarll If SubdJvlslon Conlrel Me¢ han_,,;m Nole_ 1 & 2 Nol Alway._ Al_pllcabfe
Already Exisls

h |orlntor_ors. LOW for Insignificant II Building Code En[orcoment AIr(_ady Notes 1 & 2 Limit od to Few Physical Techniques
Exista

Insignificant A(ldlllon to Present Health Depart- Varies Highly Eflecllve
mtJn| Cost l$

Limited Cost It Special Permit Mechanism Already Note 1 Site Specific Analysis Ior Each C_se
Exists

Varies with Entorcement Mechanisms Varies Comprehensive

High PossQsslon Can be Undesirable Policy lot M unlc_pallt y

Of Ion Inslgnli_cant Possession Effective

Olten Inslgnl_lcattl Possession Etfocllve and Otten inexpensive

_swith Respon6_ V_riQ8 Incenll_o Easy to Implement. J_loxponslve

Insignificant Inconllve Inexpensive

(:Jependont on Often Inslgnlttcanl; Deper)ds on Admindstrntlcn Varies $_te Sp_clllc Analysi= for Each Case

InsJgntllcanl Intormatlon; Public Pres- Very Expensivu
SurE1

Note 1 : Denial of Building or
Special Permits

Nolo 2: Occupancy Permits
Not0 3: Peflocrn_nce Bond
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4 Physical Techniques reduce noise transmission through walls,
windows, doors, ceilings, and floors.

to Reduce Noise This area Includes many of the new and
Impacts traditional "soundproofing" concepts.

Noise barriers can be erected between
noise sources and noise-sensitive areas,
Barrier types include berms made of
sloping mounds of earth, walls and
fences constructed of a variety of mate-
rials, thick plantings of trees and shrubs,
and combinations of these materials.

These physical techniques vary widely in
their noise reduction characteristics,

This section describes some of the phys- their costs, and especially, In their appll-
ical methods which architects, develop- cabllity to specific locations and con-
ors and builders can employ to reduce dltlons. This section is not designed to
noise impacts. There are four major provide complete criteria for selecting a
actions which can be taken to improve solution to part}cular noise problems and
noise compatibility for any type of land is not intended as a substitute for
use or activity. These are site planning, acoustical design. Rather, Its purpose Is
architectural design, construcnon moth- to Illustrate the wide range of possible
ods, and barrier construction, alternatives which could beconsidered In

Acoustical site design uses the arrange- the architectural and engineering plan-
ment of buildings on a tract of land to ning process. Knowledgeable municipal
minimize noise Impacts by capitalizing officials can provide valuable assistance
on the site's natural shape and contours_ to designers, developers, and builders

who may not be familiar with sound at-Open space, non-residential land uses_
and barrier buildings can be arranged to tenuation techniques that are most ap-
shield residential areas or other noise pgcable Iocafly.
sensitive activities from noise, and resi-
dences can be orientedaway from noise. 4.1 ACOUStical Site Planning

The arrangement of buildings on a site
Acoustical architectural design incorpo- can be used to minimize noise impacts. If
rates noise reducing concepts In the incompatible land uses already exist, or
details of Individual buildings, The areas if a noise sensitive activity Is planned,
of architectural concern Include building acoustical site planning often provides a
height, room arrangement, window successful technique for noise Impact
placement, and balcony and courtyard reduction,
design,

Many site planning techniques can be
Acoustical construction involves the use employed to shield a residential develop-
of t_uildlng materials and techniques to merit from noise, These can include:
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1)increasing the distance between the
noise source and the receiver;

2) placing non-residential land uses such as
parking lots, maintenance facilities, and
utility areas between the source and the
receiver;

3) locating barrier-type buildings parallel to
the noise sourceor the highway; and

4)orienting the residences away from the
noise.

The implementation of many of the above
site planning techniques can be com-
bined through the use of cluster and
planned unit developmenttechniques.

Distance Noise can be effectively re-

tween a residential building and a high-
way. Distance itself reduces sound:
doubling the distance from a noise
source can reduce its intensity by as
much as 6 dBA, In the case of highrlse
buildings, distance may be the only
means, besides acoustical design and
construction, of reducing noise impacts.
This is because It is nearly impossible to
provide physical shielding for the higher
stories from adjacent noise. (See Figure
4.1 .)

Noise Compatible Lend Uses as Buffers
Noise protection can be achieved by
locating nolee-compatlbre land uses
between the highway and reeldentta]
units. Whenever possible, compatible
uses should be nearest the noise source.
Figure 4.2 which follows shows a pro-
posed parking garagealong two sides of
a development In Boston. Both the Fitz-
gerald Expressway and the entrance to
the Callahan Tunnelwhich are shown on
the site plan are major and noisy traffic
routes. In addition to protecting the reel-

4,1 Noisebarderscanshieldonlythe
lowestfloorsofa building.
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dential development from the noise and or activities on a site affects the impact Cluster and Planned Unit Development
dirt of highway traffic, the parking garage of noise, and the building or activity area A cluster subdivision Is one in wl'dch the
provides needed facilities for the res- may be oriented in such a way as to densities prescribed by the zoning ordl-
idents, reduce this impact, nance are adhered to but instead of ap-

plying to each Individual parcel, they are
Figure 4.3 provides another example of Noise impacts can be severe for rooms aggregated over the entire site, and the
locating noise-compatible uses near a facing the roadway since they are closest land is developed as a single ent{ty. A
highway (West Street) in Springfield, to the noise source. The noise impact planned unit development, or P.U.D,, is
Massachusetts, From the plan, one can may also De great for rooms perpendicu- similar but changes in land use are In-
see that parking spaces, ends of lar to the roadway because a) the noise ctuded, such as apartments and corn-
building,s, and a baseball diamond are pattern can be more annoying in per- merclal facilities in what would otherwise

nearthehighway, pendlcular rooms and b) windows on be a single-family district. Examples ofperpendicular wails do not reduce noise
Buildings as Noise Shields Additional as effectively as those on parallel walls grid, cluster and P.U.D, subdivisions
noise protection can be achieved by ar- because of the angle of the sound. Road follow In Figures 4.4,4.5, and 4.6,

ranging the site plan to use buildings as noise can be more annoying in perpen- From Figure 4.4 it can be seen how the
noise barriers. A long building, or a row dicufar rooms because It Is more extreme conventional grid subdivision affords no
of buildings parallel to a,hlghway can when it suddenly comes in and out of noise protection from the adjacent high-
shield other more distant structures or earshot as the traffic passes around the way. The first row of houses bears the
open areas from noise. One study shows side of the building, rather than rising full impact of the noise, In contrast, the
that a two-story building can reduce and falling in a continuous sound, as it cluster and P.U.D. techniques enable
noise levels on the side of the building would if the room were parallel to pass- commercial uses and open space respeo-
away from the noise source by about ing vehicles, tively to serveas noise buffers. Examples

13 dBA,1 Whether the noise impact is greater on of this are shown In Figures 4.6 and 4.7.

If the use of the barrier building Is sensi- the perpendicular or the parallel wall will A word of caution is necessary: In a
tive to highway noise, the building can be depend on the specific individual condi- cluster development, the required open
soundproofed. This technique was used tions. Once the most severely impacted space can be located near the highway to
in a housing project under construction wall or walls are determined, noise Im- minimize noise to the residences. How-
in England where a 3,900 foot long, 18 pacts may be minimized by reducing or ever, many recreation uses are noise
foot wide and 45-70 foot high wall (de- eliminating windows from these walls, sensitive, and when one takes advantage

of the flexibility of cluster development
pending on the terrain) serves as both Buildings cart also be oriented on a site to minimize noise, care must be taken
residence arid a sound shield,2 in such a way as to exploit the site's net to use all of the available open space
The wall/building will contain 387 apart- natural features, With reference to noise, in buffer strips, thus depriving the devel-
ments In which the kitchens and bath. natural topography can be exploited and opment of a significant open space area,
rooms are placed towards the noise, and buildings placed in low noise pockets If Where high noise levels exist, a combine-
the bedrooms and living rooms face away they exist. If no natural noise pockets tlon of buffer strips and other techniques
from the highway. The wall facing the exist, it Is possible to create them by ex- (such as berms and acoustical sound
highway will be soundproofed and win- cavatfng pockets for buildings and piling proofing) can be employed.
dowe, when they exist, are sealed. Sub- up earth mounds between them and the
stantial noise reductions are expected, noise, Such a structure would obstruct The flexibility of the duster and planned

s the sound pathsand reduce the noise Ira- unit development techniques allows
Orientation The orientation of buildings pacts on the residences, man,,,' of the above site planning tech-

1Hans BernardRelchow,"Town 2 "Live-InWall,3 ,sosFeetLong, Is
Planningand NoiseAbatement," Alsoa SoundShield," Engineering
archlte¢l'sJe_mal, 13'1-7(Feb- Record, (September8, 1973).
teary 13, 1963)pp.35!-360.
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niques to be realized and effective noise
reduction achieved.

4.2 AcoustlcalArchltectural _HNtrftfftttttfltttltftfIHtt]ttHI
Doslgn _UNHHrHHHmHHHH.,.t

_ IHllllllllllllrHllllll

Noise can be controlled In s building with ill ill IIII [I I IIII IIII ill
IIIIIIIIIll]llllllll

proper architectural design. By giving tftttHtllt]tlLLL]liH. H
attention to acoustical considerations in L-t.=_:=::=_rmmtl_tt mlmNi N
the planning of room arrangement, place- _]_ 15__ ll_lH H_HH HHmHH

merit of windows, building height, bal- _mrHttfftm_tt_fttH

IIIIIIIHIII t IH; dilFIII
conies, and courtyards, the architect may mH_ITIIIT]
achieve significant noise impact reduc- HIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllll

lion, without the need for costly acoustl- _L_,_I __
H ]111111[I IIl[lllllllllHIllllIH

cat construction. I Illllllllll_lllllll]ll II Fllililllll
Room Arrangemont Noise Impacts can
be substantially reduced by separating .=....
more noise sensitive rooms from less ......
noise sensitive rooms; and placing the
former In the part of the building which is
furthest away from the noise source. The
less sensitive rooms should then be 4.4ConventionalGrtdSubdJv_slon
placed closest to the noise sourcewhere
they can act as noise buffers for the more
sensitive rooms.

Whether or not a room is noise sensitive
depends on Its use. Bedrooms, living-
rooms, and dlningrooms are usually

noise sensitive, while kitchens, bath- •
rooms, and playrooms are leases. Figure ./. L'._P _.1.%'1.. '. ".. •
4.8 shows a layout designed to reduce • " " " "_° • ° o. •

the Impact of highway noise. This teeh- :.. .. . ._t . ."
nique was used extensively in England In :_, .. ". "#
a 100 acre residential development adJa- -..
cent to a planned expressway.1 Kitchens
and bathrooms were placed on the ex-
pressway side of the buildhlg, and bed-
rooms and living rooms were placed on
the shielded aide, In addition, the wall
facing the expressway Is soundInsulated.

Solid Walls Noise can be reduced by __ _ __
eliminating windows and other openings

1.,Live.in WaS Is Also Sound 4.5 Cluster Subdivi=lon

Shield", Enelneetlng News.Record,
Septembor e, 1973.
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4.7 In cluster development, open
space can be placed near the high-
way to reduce nelsB Impacts on
r_sldonco_
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from the wails of a building close to may also provide for noise reduction In noise. Different wall materials and de-
noise sources. The solid wall can then an area outside of the building, The court signs vary greatly In their sound Insulat-
have the effect of a sound barrier for the garden and patio houses can provide out- Ing properties, Figure 4.12 provides a
rest of the building, As previously dis- door acoustical privacy. (See Figure visual summary of some ways in which
cussed In Figure 4.1, walls directly adja- 4.11}. Schools, rest homes, hotels, and the acoustical properties can be ira-
cent, and those perpendicular to the multi-family apartment dwellings can proved:
noise source can be the most severely also have exlerior spaces with reduced
impacted. When a solid wall is impractf- noise by means of court yards. • Increase the mass and stiffness of the
¢al, illegal, or highly undesirable; the wall.

same effect can be achieved by reducing 4.3 Acoustical Construction In gensral, the denser the wall material,
the more it will reduce nolse, Thus, con-

window size and sealing windows air- Noise can be Intercepted as It passes crete walls ere better insulators than

tight. This technique is used in the hous- through the walls, floors, windows, ceil- wood walls of equal thickness, Increas-
Ing project described above,1 ings, and doors of a building. Examples ing the thickness of a wall ts another way

of noise reducing materials and con- to increase mass and Improve sound In-
One Story Houses In cases where either structlon lechnlques are described in thethe house or the highway Is slightly re- sulatlon. Doubl[ng the thickness of a
ceased or abarrierhas been placed In the pages that follow, partition can result In as much as a 6 dB
sound path, the noise Impact may be fur- To compare the Insulation performance reduction in sound.3 However, the costs
ther reduced If the house has only one of alternative constructions, the sound of construction tend to limit the fsasiblf-
story2 (See Figure 4.9). If the single story transmission class (STC) is used as a Ity of large increases in wall mass.

design is inefficient, the split level de- measure of a material's ability to reduce The relative stiffness of the wall material
sign may be effective. In any case the sound, Sound Transmission Crass is can influence its sound attenuation
path of the sound waves should be as- equal to the number of decibels a sound value. Care must be taken to avoid wall
sassed before the building design Is Is reduced as it passes through a mate- constructions that can vibrate at audible
drawn, riah Thus, a high STC rating Indicates a frequencies and transmit exterior sounds.good insulating material. It takes Into
Balconies If balconies are desired they account tile influence of different fro- • Use cavitypartitions.
should be given acoustical considers- quencles on sound transmission, but A cavltywall is composed of two or triers

layers separated by an airspace. The air-
tion. The standard Jutting balcony, facing essentially It is the difference between space makes a more effective sound In-

theroad, may reflect trafflc noise dlrectly the sound levsls on the slde of the partl- sulator than a single wall of equalinto the Interior of the building In the tion where the noise originates and the
nrenner Illustrated in Figure 4,10, In side where it Is received. For example, If weight, leading tocost savings,
addition to reflecting norse Into the build- the external noise level is 85 dB and the • Increase the width of the airspace.
[ng, the balcony may be rendered un- desired internal level is 45 dB, a partition A three inch airspace provides significant
usable due to the high noise levels. This of 40 STC is required, The Sound Trans- noise reduction, but increasing the spac-

ing to six inches can reduce noise levels
problem ts particularly applicable to high mission Class rating Is the official rating by an additional 5 dBA. Extremely wideriseapartment buildings where balconies endorsed by the American Society of
are common. If balconies are desired, the Testing and Measurement. It can be used air spaces are difficult to design.
architect may avoid unpleasant noise Ira- as a guide in determining what type of • increase the spacing between studs.
pacts by placing them on the shielded construction Is needed to reduce noise, In a single stud wall, 24 Inch stud apae-
sideof the buildings. Ing gives a 2-5 dB increase In STC over

A) Walls Walls provide building occupants the common 16 incll spacing,4
Csurtyards Proper architectural design with the most proleetlon from exterior • Use staggered studs.

1"Live-Inwan.. ," SR.K. CookanUP. Chrzanowskl, 4LeslieT, OoeIJe,Env#onmental
•*Transmissionel NoiseThrough Acoustics,(New York, McGraw*

2Thist0chnlqueIs usedextensively Wallsand Floors,**CyrilHarris, Hill BookCompany, 1912),pp.
inCe_dtos,California, ed,, HandPooketNo_soCentre/, 232-233.

McGraw-HillBookCompany,Inc.
(New York, lS57).
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4.0 Nolao Impacts can be reduced by 4.10 Tho standard luttlng balcony fac-
us0of 81ngro _tory houBt_s. Ing the load may rofiQct Ira f-

tic nol_zedirectly into Ihe
Inlerlor of the building,
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Lower sound attenuation Higher sound attenuation
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_or sound attenuation Higher sound attenuation

....":":::".................................... .i.....i. ..........._ .............................. _ Dissimilar panels

'_' _ Well sealed
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Sound transmission can be reduced by through _ts acoustically weakest polnts, (a) it precludes the cost of expensive
attaching each stud to only one panel and windows are one of the weakest acoustical wJndows, and (b) it saves
and alternating between the two panels, parts of a wall. An open or weak window money by cutting down the use of glass•

• Use resilient materials to hold the studs will severely negate the effect of a very The problems with this technique are
and panels together, strong wall. Whenever windows are (a) it is not every effective in reducing
Nails severely reduce the waIJ's ability to going to be a part of the buiJding design, noise; e.g., reducing the proportion of
reduce noise. Resilient layers such as they should be given acoustical consider- window to wall size from 50% to 20% re-
fiber" board and glass fiber board, resll- atlon. Figure 4.14 Illustrates the effects duces noise by only 3 decibels; and (b)
lent clips, and semi-resilient attach- of windows on the sound transmission of many building codes require a m[n[mum
ments are relatively inexpensive, simple walls. For example, if a wall with an STC window to wall size ratio.
to insert, and can raise the STC rating rating of 45 contains a window with an • Increase glass thickness If ordinary
from 2-5 dB.1 STC rating of 26 covering only 20% of Its windows are insufficient In reducing

• Usedlsslmilarleaves. area, the overall STC of the composite noise impacts in spite of sealing tech-
if the leaves are made of different mate- partlfl0n will be 33, a reduction of 12 de. nlques, then thicker glass can be in-
rials and/or thicknesses, the sound re- stalred. In addition, this glass can be
ductlon qualities of the wall are ira- The following is a discussion of tech- raminated with a tough transparent
proved,2 n]ques that can be used to reduce noise plastic which is both noise and shatter

• Add acoustical blankets, in a building by means of its windows, resistant. Glass reduces noJse by the
Arso known as Jsolation blankets, these These techniques range from a blocking mass principle; that Is, the thicker the
can increase sound attenuation when of the principal paths of noise entry to glass, the more noise resistant it will be,
placed in the airspace. Made from sound a blocking of the most indirect paths. A '/;z-inch thick glass has a maximum

absorbing materials such as mineral or • Closewlndows Theflrst stspln reducing STC ratlng of 35 dB compared to a 25 dB
rock wool, fiberglass, hair felt or wood unwanted sound is to close and seal the rating forordlnary3116 inch glass•
fibers, these can attenuate noise as windows. The greatest amount of sound However, glass thicknesses are only
much as 10 dB.3 They are mainly effective Insulation can be achieved if windows are practical up to a certain point, when STC
in relatively lightweight construction• permanently sealed. However, openabla increases become too insignificant to

• Seal cracks and edges, acoustical windows have been developed justify the cost. For example, a I/= Inch
if the sound insulation of a high parlor- which are fairry effective in reducing thick glass can have an S'TC of 35; in-
mancewall Iseverto be realized, the wall sound,6 Whether or not the sealing is creasing the thickness to :% inch only
must be well sealed at the perimeter, permanent, keeping windows closed raises the STC to 37. However, a double
Small holes and cracks can be devastat- necessitates the installation of an air- glass acoustical window consisting of
lng to the insulation of a wall, A one-inch conditioning system. The air condition- two 3/16 inch thick panes separated by an
square hole or a 1/16 inch crack 16 ing system may In addition provide some airspace will have an STC of 51 and can
inches long will reduce a 50 STC wall to masking of noise. (Masking is discussed cost less than either solid window,
40,4 beJow). If windows must be openabls,
Figure 4,13 shows a sample of wall special seals are available which allow Inadditiontothlskness, properseallngls
types ranging from the lowest to the wlndows to be opened, 7 cruclal to the suscess of the window. To
highest sound insulation values. The • Reduce window size The smaller the prevent sound leaks, single windows can
cost of these walls in dollars per square windows, the greater the transmission be mounted In resilient material ouch as
foot is given for comparison of cost loss of the total partition of which the rubber, cork, orfolt,
effectiveness.5 window Is a part. Reducing the window • Install Double-Glazed Windows Double-

B) Windows Sound enters e building size is s technique that is used because glazed windows are paired panes eepa-

1 Ibld,p. 172. Peftofnlanco(chicago, 1972), Su.s. Departmentof Housingand

21bid,p. 162 p.66. Urbane_velopmenl,A etudyo!Technic!useto Increaseltle Sound
5eosls lak_nfrom N_tiona/Con. /ns_J/afJonof BuildingE/omens,

see=aSs,p. zs. structlrmEstlnlalor,79_'0-I_lstn ReaorlNo. WR 73-s_Wash]ng[orl_
Ecflllon,CransmanBook D.C., June1973.

4UnUedStatesGVpsLJm,Sound CompanyILoeAngel_s, 1970).ControlConsrrucfion_Ptttlcip/ssand
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Common Stud Well I' ' " .... _ " [• :_'.'....* .-,..-_.':...',:, . 7. .:._r "_• 7"ConcreteWell

cost = .87/ft2 (_,_ : •-_ -t,__,_.. f-)_f/:._._ _. _ cost = 1.971ft 2

i , i • i

I-._._._._............................................. J Staggered Stud Wall

[_ _[_. STC = 39
N cost = 1 gl 2/ft 2

._._._. ........... STC = 53
cost = 2.80/ff2

I ........ ; .... _ 4" Brick Wall

cost = 2,go/It2

I

L_ _.'_ .I Staggered Stud Wall

• , _ STC = 54
cost = 4,251ft2

7 LOS Angeles Department of Air- 4,13 Wall Typos with STC Rating and
ports, Guide to the SolJndptoollng of Approximalo Cost,
Existing Homes Against Exterior

Noise, Report No. WCR 70-2,
March 1gTO, pp. g*l r, 22.30. In

this report, the function _nd per*
formance of a number of operable
se_ls are described. 49



rated by an airspace or hung In a special TO further Insure Isolation of noise be- noise resistent material. Suspended cell-
frame. Generally, the performance of the tween double-glazed panes, the panes ings are the most effective noise re-
double-glazed window may be increased could be of different thicknesses, dif- ducats but they are also the most ex-
with; ferenl weights, and slightly non-parallel pensive.

(el Increased airspace widlh to each other. This prevents acoustical E)Floors In the case of highway noise,(b) increased glass thickness coupling and resonance of sound waves,
(c)properuseofseagngs floors would only require acoustical
(d)slightly dissimilar thicknesses of the C)Doors Acoustically, doors are even treatment if the highway were passing

panes weaker than windows, and more difficult under the building, In this case, flooring
(el slightly non-parallel panes to treat. Any door will reduce the Insula- would have to provide protection against

tion value of the surrounding walJ. The structu(al vibrations as well as airborne
In general the airspace between the common, hollow core door has an STC sound.

panes should not be less than 2-4 inches rating of 17 dB. Taking up about 20% of Two ways to insulate a floor from noise
If an STC above 40 Is desired. If this is the wall, this door will reduce a 48 STC are to install a solid concrete stub at least

not possible, a heavy single-glazed win- wall to 24 STC. To strengthen a door 6 inches thick or Install a floating floor,
dew can be used, The use of slightly non- against noise, the hollow core door can In general, the floating floor gives the
paral/el panes is a technique employed be replaced by a heavier solid core door greatest amount of sound and vibration
when extremely high sound Insulation Is that Is well sealed2 and Is relatively lnex- h_sutatlcn; however, it is extremely ex-
required, such as in control rooms of pensive. A solid core door with vinyl seal pensive, Basically, a floating floor con-
television studios, around the edges and carpeting on the slats of a wood or concrete slab placed
The thickness of double-glazed panes floor will reduce the same 4B STC wall to over the structural slab, but separated by
may vary from I/8 to 1/4 inch or more per only 33 dB.3 An increased sound Insula- a resilient material. Tile resilient material
pane. Although thickness Is important, tion value can be achieved )f gasketed isolates the surface slab from the etruc-
the factors which most determine the stops or drop bar threshold closers are

installed at the bottom edge of the door, tural slab and the surrounding wails,noise resistance of the window is the use
of sealant and the width of the airspace, (See Figure 4.15) F)lnterlor Design Overall interior noise

levels can be reduced by the extensive
As in the case of all windows, proper The alternative solution to doors is to use of thick, heavy carpeting, drapes,
sealing Is extremely important, To eliminate them whenever possible from wall hangings, and acoustical ceiling

the severely impacted walls and place tiles. 3"hess materials absorb sound.
achieve an STC above 43, double-glazed them In more shielded walls.
windows should be sealed permanently. They cannot prevent noise from coming

If the windows must be openable, there D)Coglngs Acoustical treatment of ceilings through the walls, but they can reduce
are available special frames and sealers is not usually necessary unless the noise overall sound levels by reducing sound
for openeb)s windows which allow a Isextremely severe or the noise source is reverberations,
maxlmumSTC°f43"1 passing over the building, The ordinary G)Masklng Another way of coping with
Permanentry sealed double-glazed win- plaster ceiling should provJde adequate noise Is to drown it out with background
dows often require an air pressure con- sound insulation except In extremely noise. This technique is known as mask-
trol system to maintain a constant air severe cases. An acoustically weak ing. tt can be very effective in reducing
pressurs and minimal moisture in the air- ceiling which is likely to require treat- noise fluctuations which are often the
space. Without this system, the panes ment Is the beamed ceiling, 4 Beamed most annoying aspects of noise. Mask-
may deflect, and, In extremely severe ceilings may be modified by the addition Ing can be produced by air conditioning
cases, pop out of the frames, of a layer of fiberglass or some other end heating systems, soft music, or elec-

l lbld, 3 U,$, Gypsum,SoundControl....

2D.E, BishopDndP.W,HIres, P. 100,
"Note=)on ms SoundTtonsmJs- 4It)/#., n. 15.
slon I,o_sof RoBIdonlfaI-Typo
W_ndowB,_rteDoo_,"Joutn_lor
teeAcoustiCalsOC/Otyof Arnerlca.
43:4 (lOSS), 50
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tronIcdevicea. Aesthetic design is also Important. A In planning a berm, one must Include

4.4 Barriers barrier constructed without regard for seeding and planting In figuring cost.
aesthetic considerations could easily be Also to be Included are land costs andA noise barrier Is an obstacle placed be-
an eyesore. A well designed berm or maintenancein relation toerosion, drain-

tween a noise source and s receiver fence can aesthetically improve an area age, snowplowing, mowing, and perhapswhich interrupts the path of the noise.
They can be made out of many different from viewpoints of both the motorist and future seeding. It costs approximately
substances', the users of nearby land. $1,000 per acre per year to maintain a

berm which Is accessible to maintenance

a) sloping mounds of earth, called berms A)Eerth Berms An earth berm, a long equipment.3
b) walls and fences made of various mate- mound of earth running parallel to tl_e

rials including concrete, wood, metal, highway, is one of the most frequently B)WalIs and Fences as Barriers In addition
plastic, and stucco used barriers, Figure 4.17 shows a cross- to the more usual function of keeping

e) regions of dense plantings of shrubs and section of a berm, people, animals and vehicles from enter-
trees Ing the highway right of way at undesired

d) combinations of the above techniques Bernls can range from five to fifty feet in Iocat!ons, a properly designed fence or

The choice of a particular alternative de- height. The higher the berm, the more wall can also provide visual and acousti-
ponds upon considerations of space, land is required for its construction. Be- cal separation between highway noise
cost, safety and aesthetics, as well as cause of the amount of land required, a sources and adjacent land areas. This
the desired level of sound reduction. The berm Is not always the most practical method can reduce noise as much as 15
effectiveness of the barrier is dependent solution to highway noise. Different dBA'4
on the mass and height of the barrier, techniques must be applied In urban as The vertical construction and minimal
and Its distance from the noise source distinct from rural settings, width of walls and fences makes installs-

and the receiver, To be effective a barrier lion possible when space Is severely
must block the "line of sight" between A berm can provide noise attenuation of limited, This is especially Important
the highest point of a noise source, such up to 15 dBA if It is several feet higher when land costs are high, and where
as a truck's exhaust stack, and the high- than the "fine of sight" between the noise buildings are already adjacent to the
eat part of the receiver, This Is illustrated source and the receiver. This Is compar- highway. The advantages and dlsadvan-
in Figure 4.16. able to the noise reduction of various ragas of wall and fence barriers are sum-

walls and fences which are used as bar- marized In Figure 4.19.To be most effective, a barrier must be rlers. However, earth berms possess an
Jong and continuous to prevent sounds added advantage: Instead of reflecting The numberof dealgn variations for fence
from passing around the ends. It must noise from one side of the highway to and wall barriers Is virtually unlimited,
also be solid, with few, if any, holes, another, as walls do,1 and thus Increas-
cracks or openings. It must also be tng the noise heard on the opposite side, Acoustically, any solid continuous struc-
strong and flexible enough to withstand they deflect sound upwards, Figure 4.18 lure will suffice, provided that It Is high
wind pressure, illustrates this phenomenon, enough, and provided that the barrier is

Safety is another Important considers- The cost of building a berm varies with of adequate mass and density,
lion In barrier construction. These may the area of the country and the nature of The cost of a fence or wall type barrier
Include such requirements as slope, the the project, In California, the state-wide can vary considerably according to the
distance from the roadway, the use of a average for building a berm is about $1 type of construction, the material used,
guard rail, and discontinuation of bar- par cubic yard when the earth Is at the local availability of materiaJs and skills,
riersatintersactlons, site.2 and the barrler's dimensions. Not all

1 Rolloctlon or noise from one side 2 This esllmate was provided by the
or Iho nighwny IO another cam In- California Highway eAparrmant.
crease _ound levels by S SeA,
echoise, ealvldso, and Satg0nt, 31bld_
"earlle(a and TraIFIc Noise

Peaka,"AppliedAcousilcs, 5;3 4 CalUornla Division el Highways,

( July 1972} p. 217, Highway Noise Colnrot, A Value
Engineering Study, (Octobor 1 a72), 52
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types of barriers are suited for all cli- debate. Some conclusions can, however, D) Combinations of Various Barrier Designs
mates, and local conditions may cause bedrawn; Often, themost economical, acoustically

significant differences in the melnte- • Plantings In a buffer strip, high, dense, acceptable, and aesthetically pleasing
nance cost of the various barrier types, and thick enough to be visually opaque, barrier is some combination of the barrier
The cost questions must be evaluated on will provide more attenuation than that types previously discussed,a focal basis.

provided by the mere distance which the For example, the Milwaukee County

Same of the frequently used materials for buffer strip represents. A reduction of Expressway and Transportation Commls-
fence and wall construction are masonry, 3-5 dBA per 100 feet can be expected, sion feels that barriers constructed of
preeasl concrete, and wood. Shubs or other ground cover are neces- pre-cast concrete on top of an earth berm

sary in this respect to provide the re- provide maximum benefit for the cost,5
Masonry noise barriers can be made of qulred density near the ground, They estimate that ouch a combination
concrete blocks, brick or stone, A con- • The principal effect of plantings is psy- costs $51 perllnearfoot.
crete block barrier might range in cost chologfcal. By removing the noise source
from $10 a linear foot for a 6-it, high wall, from view, plantings can reduce human In addition to cost advantages, an earth
to $75 a linear foot for a 12-ft. high wall. annoyance to noise. The fact that people berm with a barrier wall on top of it pos-
This latter figure includes a safety rail- cannot see the highway can reduce their sesses several olher advantages over
ing. In general, a concrete block wall awareness of It, even though the noise both a wall or a berm alone; 1) it Is more
would cost $50 to $gO a linear foot.1 To remains, visually pleasing than a wall of equivalent
slleviato the monotony of a long run of • Time must be allowed for trees and height; 2) the berm portion of this corn-
walt, pilasters can be used: a 20 ft. high shrubs to attain their desired height, blnation Is less dangerous for a motorist
concrete wall with pilasters might cost I Because they lose their leaves, decidu- leaving the roadway; 3) the non-vertical
$300 per linear foot.2 Brick and stone are ous trees do not provide year-round noise construction of the berm does not reflect
extremely expensive and should only be protection, noise back to the opposite side of the
used for special aesthetic considers- highway the way a wall does; 4) the
lions,3 In general, plantings by themselves do combination requires leas land than

not provide much sound attenuation. It is would be required for a berm of equlva-
Pretest concrete panels offer opportunl- more effective, therefore, to use plant- lent height and slope; and 5) the wall
ties for cost reduction. A 13' 4" high wall Ings In conjunction with other noise re- provides a fencing function not provided
in Fairfield, California constructed of ductlon techniques and for aesthetic bya berm.
pre-cast concrete panels cost only $29.50 enhancement.

Another combination to be considered Is
per llnear foot. The cost of plantings varies with the that of plantings In combination with a
Wood noise barriers are another possibil- species selected, the section of the Barrier. Not only do plantings and ground
ity, They tend to be Jess expensive than country, the climate, and the width of the cover provide some additional noise at-
other methods but are not as durable. An buffer strip. For deciduous tress and tenuatlon, but they also Increase visual
estimated cost fore 6' high 5/8" plywood evergreens, costs range from $10 to $50 a appeal,
fencela$5,O0perlinearfoot.4 linear foot, The width of such a strip

would be approximately 40 feet for deci- 4.5 Conclusion
C)Plantlngs Plants absorb and scatter duous trees and 20 feet for evergreens. Figure 4.19 provides a summary of the

sound waves. However, the effectiveness Planting shrubs between the trees so as physical techniques which can be used
of trees, shrubs, and other plantings as to form a dense ground cover would bydeslgners, builders, and developers to
noise reducers Is the subject of some doubfe the price, reduce highway noise impacts, Some

t Figure provided by an onlcl=l of gcaluornla Division of Highway=, gineorlng Study, (October 1972)
the Oamomla Highway eep_n- Highway Nolle Cent/el, Value En. p. 46.
mont. S/neeringStudy, (Oclober 1972),

g RopresentaIJve cost eetintalg_ el p, 33. s Milwaukee Counly Expresswayand Tran_podat[on Comrn_sslon,

materiels ._nd I_bot o f Co fist ruc- 4 California Division o1 Highways, Noiselm_)actStudy¢3rtn_Alrpc)rt
t ion but excluding ree_ e_ade Highway Noise Control, Value an- Spur, V. n_ Technical Report,
_caulsnlon; nrlvele 54 (M_rch 19731, pp. 7-21.



conclusions follow which may be useful
in getting them Implemented.

As Is Indicated by the chart below, five
factors which must be considered In the
selection of noise reduction measures in-
clude the following:

1) Noise reduction desired
2) Situation where the physical technique

would be most effective
3) Cost
4) Relevant administrative techniques
5) Aesthetics

Noise Reduction The physical tech-
niques discussed vary in their noise re-
duction capabilities. For example, the
effectiveness of the less expensive tech-
niques, such as site planning and
acoustical architectural design, is Ilmit0d
to situations where there is some dis-
tance between the buildings and the
noise source, If the noise source is

nearby and significant noise reduction is ___

desired regardless of the expense, then
more expensive measures, such as
acoustical eoundprooflng and barrier
construction, may be necessary.

Situation whorea technique Is most ap-
plicable Theapplicabillty of a technique
Is determined by the population density
of an area and the point in the develop-
ment process st which the technique Is
to be used, I,e,, its timing. In s densely
populated area, site planning (perhaps In
conjunction with construction of a berm
and a region of plantings) can often solve
the noise problem. In a high density area
where land Is scarce and expensive, a
better alternative would be barrier con-
struction and acoustical soundproofing
of the buildings.

4.10 Wail barriers may reflect sound
from one =ida of the highway to
the Olhel*,
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Physical Technique Polentlal Eff_ctlv0ness Sit uatlorl0 Where MoSl Eff0ctivo

Acoustical Site Piarln dig Good-oxcellonl; depends on slzo el let and nat ural Before bL_tldi_OcOnslrucllOn, b_fore aubdlviAIorl
I_rf_ln doveJoprnorlt

Acoust Ical Archdoclur_l Dz}slg_ Fair E}elore building consltuCllan

AcoLJ=dlc_dConslructlon Excellent for Inloflor, poor for oxlerior During building cOnSlrlJCllOnbest+ More costly
aftra"construction

BarrJers Palr.exc_Jfonl, depends on height and mass Varies wdh type of barrier

Earlh Del'm s Good.oxcetlent BOOlduring road construction whmt earth Is av/zll.
nble+ Cosily _llor road constluclton, Impractical In
densely populaleClareas wher_ lend I5 scarce.

Wall8 _nd Ferlces poor._xcePent+ depcndEi on h010ht and mass Any time

Plant h_g8 Poo_ After road construction
After bulldin0 ccnstrucHen

Combinations Good-0xcl_llet_t _)epends on p_rticul_r corn b_natIon

4.1 g _ummary of Physical Techniques
to Reduce Nol_e Impacts
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Cost Relevant Admlnlslrative Technique Comments

Low, only costs era t0es of acousllcal coneu[lant Zortlng, eubOIvlelon rule_, bulN:llng code Fairly _nexpsoelvo but recluhes apace which may be
arid uIte planner unavailable, Has limit ed sound reduction. Positive

,eelhotlc Impacts.

Law: only cost 18thai el acoustical consultanl BullOing coda • Low Cost but limited eftoctlwnos_
Hot, Ith cede

Vadee w_th amourtl el noise roducllon desired bul BullOIng code" Meal ello_dvn noJse reduction for Interiors, but wry
generally high. especially after censt rucllon Hea_th cede cOSily. Note 1hatexterior fleI_o levels are not

reduced. _odlviclualcomponents (acousllC._J we_l_,
windows, co_llngs, doors) must be uaed togeth0r Io
be etloctlvo.

Modorale-htgh: v_ries w_th type el barrlol, _ee Zonlng_ suPd]vl_Jon rules, h0aJth code High eole_ reduction and potentially low cost.
below. Achieves extoller noise reduction. Can have adverse

ae_t hellc Jmh_ot_.

MoOerele-nlgh: depends on availability el earlh Good noise reduction propodie_ _nd aeat hello
appeal, bul requlre_ space and rcJquJre=malnleo
iI_flco

Low-high: d_pends e_ height and t hlckn_ss Requites little space and no m_lntenance, but may
beeast hot Jcallyunt_gpoaJ]ngand can reflect noise
to diner s_doe_ road,

Moderele-nlgh: depends co _lze el burrer strip Poor nols_ reOuctlen but oRon n_cess_ry for
aeslhedc appeal. Beel used In combination whh
olher techn_qu05

Moderalo°high: dopes(re on type barriers used. Polenllal_y high noise reducllon and aeet hetlc
appeal.

'Administrative tecl'_n/quee which can achieve anyphysical technique are health codas, ocoupany perrnll procedures,
arch_teclural review boards, and municipal design servl_a_.
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The timing of a technique also deter- significant scale. Many administrative thetics) must be balanced against each
mines whether or not it Is applicable, means exist to achieve each physical other to determine which technique or
There are three points at which physical noise reduction technique, For example, combination of techniques will be most
noise reduction measures can be used', in a noise Impacted area can be zoned to effective In a given sguation.
the planning phase; during building con- specify details of development design or
struct[on; and after construction. Tech- construction, In such an area, buffer
niques applicable during the planning strips (acoustical site planning), acoust-
phase ].nelude acoustical site planning ica] arrangement of living spaces (acoust-
and acoustical architectural design, Ical archilectural design), building In-
During the construction phase, those sulation (acoustical construction tech-
techniques most applicable for highways niquae), and barrier construction could
are berms and barriers, since building be required. Similar requirements could
materials are available at the site; and be Included in tim subdivision laws.
during building construction the most Building and health codes, enforced by
appropriate measure Is acoustical sound- withholding an occupancy permit, are el-
proofing, It is possible to undertake fectlve ways to bring about acoustical
noise reduction measures after construe- soundproofing. As explained in the sec-
tion, but costsare much higher, tlon on Building Codes, particular

acoustical construction materials can be
Cost Cost is a very important considers- required or specific performance stan-
tlon tn the selection of a physical noise darde established.
reduction technique. Generally, cost Is
determined by the amount of noise re- Aesthetics Aesthetic and quality of life
duetion desired and whether the noise considerations are another important
measure Is a preventative or ameliorative area of concern, They depend largely on
one, local preferences and climate, and

opinions of what is aesthetically pleasing
The most effective noise reduction mea- will vary among communities,

suree are often the most expensive. Whatever the aesthetic Judgement, ass-
These Include barrier construction and tbetlc considerations must be Incorpo-
acoustical soundproofing, However, if rated Into the planning and construction
action is taken as a preventative measure process to insure tiler the eolutlon which
In the planning stage, there is often no results is not offensive to the community.
need for the more expensive techniques. This can save a great deal of time and

Relevant administrative techniques All moneyln the long run.
these physical techniques depend upon Finally, it should be stressed that no
administrative actions for implements- single technique or combination of tooh-
tion, It is possible that physical mea- nlquee is best for all situations, end that
surea to reduce noise would be taken technique which Is best will depend on
without local government action, but the nature of the project. The factors
since they Involve extra expense, It Is un- which are discussed above (],e,, noise
likely that they would be adopted on any reduction, cost, applicability, and aes-
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5 How To Implement a by a member of the municipal staff or by
a citizen committee appoi=ted specif-

Noise Compatible ically for t'hls reason, The amount of
Land Use Control analysis and tim type of action taken in

Program this effort is dictated primarily by the
urgency of the community's potential
noise incompatibility problern:

1)Immediate stopgap response is neces-
sary in situations where development of
Incompatible land uses is underway or is
contemplaled In the near future. Under
this strategy a community quickly Insti-
tutes regulations which tend to temporar-
ily prevent Incompatible development,

This section is intended to help local This is done as a holding action to give
government officials actually institute a the community time to consider and
noise compatibility land use control pro- adopt a more permanent noise control
gram which would use one or more of the program. Immediate stopgap response is
administrative techniques discussed in not an Ideal strategy, but it may be the
Section 3 to bring about chosen physical only option open to a community.methods discussed in Section 4. Accord-
ingly, this section is divided into three • Stopgap procedures which are legal in
parts', some states include:

1)An outline of two strategies that can be • Zoning all undeveloped land for agdcul-
followed, based on the urgency of the rural use
situation. ® Zoning all land adjacent to the highway

2)A discussion of some of the problems for Industrial use
that may be faced in implementing a institution of a moratorium on all con-
noise compatibility land use control struotlon until a master plan or new zoo-
program. Ing or other regulations can be formu-

3)A collection of sources of further in- latedandadopted ,
formation. • Passing strict zoning, subdivision, or

5.1 Stagosof building codes which might discourage
Implementation development,
The actual effort necessary to determine 2)Normal administrative implementation Is
and implement s noise compatibility con- the strategy that most communities will
trol program for a specific community probably follow. It allows for orderly
involvesanalysis of the various possible analysis of the potential incompatibility
physical and administrative techniques problems, the available physical aolu-
in order to choose the combinations that lions, and the possible administrative
will best suit the local situation. This techniques, Analysis can be made to
work can be done by an elected official, determine which combination of tech-
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niques can best solve the community's tions where the development of Incom- control program well before the potential
noise compatibility problems ala reason- patlbte fend uses is imminent, incompatibilities exist.
ablecost, • A master plan has no power of enforce.

Idsntlfy the Problem Existing and paten-
Another dimension can be added to the merit and is frequently ignored during tial noise Incompatibilities can be Iden-subsequent municipal decision-making
administrative process by the inclusion sltuatlons. Thusthereoommendatlonsot tiffed by determination of both noise
of master planning, Master planning pro- the master plan may never come to exist, levels and potential land uses in noise
rides the important advantage of con- impacted areas, Usually this can be done
slder]ng the various noise compatibility And no matter how well the municipal
control options as part of a larger set of future is planned a master plan is worth- without employing an acoustical con-

less if It is not Implemented. sultant, and often the larger and better
community goals and plans. As such, staffed localities may wish to have their
master planning can identify and avoid Inclusion of noise compatibility land use own measuring equipment. Noise levels
situations where certain noise eompati- control considerations into any total often can be determined from state high-
bllfty con'trol measures would conflict master planning effort is most desirable, way department data. If some technical
withothorcommunltygoats, it is not, however, adequate unless the skill is available within the municipal

administrative controls necessary to Ira- staff, the noise predictors listed later in!n its master plan, a community or re-
gional planning agencycan guide the de- ptement the master plan are adopted and this section wilt be helpful.

immediate noise incompatibilities are
vefopment of the town or region to mini- dealt with, The master planning process can provide
mlze noise impacts. For example, It can assistance at this point by providing an
recommend that industrial and commer- A strategy of normal administrative ira- inventory of existing and potential land
clal uses and open space recreational plementatlon can be divided Into five uses in noise impacted areas and by de-
areas be located along highways, and majorphases: fining noise compatibility goals for the
residential areas be placed in quieter a) Problem identification community. Typically these goals will be
zones. Linear parks along a highway can b)Examination and selection of admlnlstra- based both on ideal compatibility stan-
provide needed open space for the cam- tire techniques suited to the locality dards and on realistic practical Ifmlta-
munity and natural beauty for the pass- c)Study of legal statas lions imposed by the local condrtlons,
fng motorist. They can also provide a d)Seek state legislative changes where Hence, theearfiertheplannlngprocesels
good use for land which is too noisy for necessary started, the less restrictive these limits-
residential deve/opmsnt, An example of e) lmplementatlon lions will be.
an effective use of linearparks with play-
grounds, biking and hiking trails, and Timing is crucial in this strategy, Several Examination and Selection of Admlnla-
ponds Is shown in Figure 5.1, of the most desirable physical solutions, tratlve Techniques Suited to the Locality

such as buffer strips, acoustical site de- The existing local administrative struc-
sign, and acountleal construction math- ture should be studied to see which of

Masterplannlngdoeshsve some slgnif]- ods, become impractical or impossible the administrative techniques listed In
cant drawbacks which make it Impractl- once Incompatible land uses have been Section 3 of this manual are presently
calto Implement inallcommunitles, located near highway noise sources, possible. If an existing administrative

• Because it is an expensive process, it Also, many of the adrnlnlstraUve tech- structure exists capable, with minor
should not be undertaken solely to pro- niques such as zoning are not applicable ctlange, of Implementing the most deslr-
mote noise compatible development, but once development has started or has able physical solutions, the Implementa-
should apply to ell aspects of the corn- raaohed the advanced planning stage, lion process becomes retatlvelyeasy. For
munlty'8 land une policiesand objestlves. Thus, it is most Important for a commun- example, if the community 18experienc*

• It is n long process inappropriate In situs- Ityto begin its noise compatible land use Ing rapid growth and developers are
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anxious to build, tile town's subdivision lems and readily available solutions is a acts vary greatly from state to state, Such
rules and regulations could be rewritten clear indicator that the goals of the things as occupancy permits, required
to incorporatenoisareduction coneldera- manual will be achieved rapidly in all environmental impact statements, end
tions, and building permits could be partsoflhecountry, incentive tax assessments are not legal

made contingent upon strict compliance. However this may not be the case: The In all states. This obstacle can only beovercome by action in the various state
Study of LegalStatus If existing admin- obstacles to the implementation of this legislatures,
[etratlvestructures are not capable of Im- manual are many and muet be overcome
plementing the most desirable physical if noise-compatible land use develop- Cost The adoption and enforcement of
solutions, the next step would be to de- ment Isto be possible, They include: any reguratlon or restriction will entail
terminawhatadmlnlstrative mechanisms administrative costs. This can include
could beset up under the state's laws. • public apathy legal costs and court ordered payments if

• limitations under state laws lawsuits result from improper adminie-
Forexampla, a community might beabte * financial cast to the municipal govern- tration of regulations. Finally, the costs
under state law to assess undeveloped merit of municipal land purchase can be slgnl-
land at a low value, thus providing afl- • negative physical and aesthetic side tlcant.
nancial incentive. Or, a community might effects
decide to adopt zoning or subdivision * opposition with private interests A careful choice of administrative noise
control tolmplement noise compatibility * confllctswIth local tradition compatibility control techniques can
control, If the necessary administrative minimize these costs, Often a comblna-
procedures are not permitted by state Public Apathy It Is an unfortunate fact lion of techniques Is less expensive than
enablingacts, pressure can be applied to that little public awareness of noise in- a single technique. For example, a policy
revise theslateleglslatlon, compatibility exists, The resulting of zoning restrictions combined with

apathy makes it difficult for officials to municipal purchase of only the most
Imptementatton If an acceptable new ad- implement noise compatibility programs, threatened rand Is far lees costly than a
mlnletratlvo technique can be adopted especially when high municipal costs or policy of massive municipal purchase.
capable of Implementing noise compati- extensive restrictions are involved. The Likewise, the costs of administering and
bility control programs, the Implements- term "noise pollution" is a relative new- enforcing a health code noise regulation
tlon process now becomes relatively comer to popular environmental jargon, could be lessened if the community also
easy. What Is needed, however, Is con- having got a much slower start than air had an architectural review board which
stant re-evaluation of the noise compat[- and water pollution. It is now becoming inspired builders to voluntarily construct
bllity goalsand possibly the master plan. increasingly more the subject of public noisecompatible dwellings.

attention, Perhaps this increasing public
5.2 Problom0of awareness will soon overcome existing Negative Side Effects While some noise

Irnplom0ntatlon apathy, Until then, local officials can impact reduction techniques, such as
The problems posed by the Introduction make efforts through the press or linear parks in a bufferzone, are aeethetl-
of incompatible land uses to areas near through citizens' groups to Inform the cally pleasing, other techniques, such as
existing noise sources--highway or public of the significant financial and high barrier wails, can be eyesores. Like-
otherwise--ere significant in ternle of social costsof noise Incompatibility. w_ee, the sealed environment within an
economics, health, and quality of life, acoustically Insulated house, or the an-
The soluliona available are many, asps- Legal Limitations Legal limitations exist clave effect created by extensive barrier
clally before any land development has on powers of local governments to walls can be quite displeasing to the
taken place.It would seem that this cam- restrict and regulate land use control, residents. All of these negative physical
binatJon of aignlflean.t potential prob- The powers granted by state enabling effects can be overcome In many in-
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stances if planning for a noise compati- ful sources which provide comprehensive gineers.11
blllty control program is begun early Information in the areas of acoustics, the
enough to allow a wide variety of physi- effects of noise, noise standards, pro- Texts on physical techniques for noise
cal techniques and If the administrative diction techniques, impact reduction impact reduction tend to concentrate on
structure Is such that a choice can be techniques, and nolsesontrollegislation, specific techniques. A relatively corn-
made between the various physical tech- prehensive text on physical techniques Is
nlques. However, in situations where TheFundamentals and Abatement of Hlgfi. Enw?onmental Acoustics12 by Leslie T.

way Traffic Noise1 is an excellent general Doelle. This book contains acoustical
there is an inflexible administrative sys- text on highway noise providing basic information on site planning, archltec-
tam or extensive existing development, technical Information on most of the rural design, and building construction,
the limited choice of physical techniques areas mentioned above, For a less tech- The Handbook of Noise Control13 also pro-
will make some negative side effects nlcal, more general review of acoustics vides a somewhat comprehensive Dover-
unavoidable, and noise control, Noise2 by Rupert age of noise control techniques. It Is
Private Interests Most noise compatib]l- Taylor Is highly recommended. Two texts particularly useful for the article on
ity control programs Inevitably restrict which provide a comprehensive review of acoustical construction entitled "Trans-
the options available to builders, devel- findings on the effects of noise areNoise mission of Noise Through Walls and
opars, and owners of land near a high- as a Public Health Hazard - Proceedings of Floors" by R.K. Cook and P. Chrzanow-
way, As such, these people will have a the Conference,3 a publication of the ski. Two Important documents on
natural opposition to the program and American Speech and Hearing Associa- acoustical construction techniques are
may exert pressure against Its adoption, tion; and the Report to the President and Guide to the Soundproofing of Existing
Thls opposition can be neutralized by Congress on Noise.4 Community Noise5 Homes Against Exterior Noise,14 and A
seeing that the restrictions are limited to contains information on the community's Study of Techniques to Increase the Sound
only those that are necessary, offering reaction to noise. A review of studies to Insulation of Building Eletaents.15
practical alternatives such as cluster de- determine compatible noise levels iscon-
velopment, and by informing the public rained In Evaluating the Noise of Transpor. For extensive descriptions of various
of the relevant issues thus enlisting tatton; Proceedings of a SympDsium on types of noieebarrlers, seeHighwsyNolse
public support forths program. Acceptability Criteria for Transportation Control: A Value Engineering Study.16 The

Noise.6 Fundamentals and Abatement of Highway
Tradition Lastly, a noise compatibility Traffic Noise described above also con-
land use controlprogram may represent a Fora review of Federal Noise Standards, rains an Informative discussion on bar-
sharp break with established local tradi- see (a) The Noise Control Act of 1972,7 rlers. For a comprehensive overvZewof
tion. Zoning, restrlctivecodes, municipal (b) HUD Circular 1390.2, "Noise Abate- the use of plants In design and noise
land purchase, and various physical tech- cent and Control, Department Policy and control, sea Plants. People, and Environ-
nlques all maybe new concepts In s cam- Implementation Responsibilities and mental Quality.17
munlty. Such traditions are often tena- Standards, "8 and (c) the FHWA Policy
ciously held, end an extensive public and Procedure Memorandum 90-2: Although it Is not directed at noise
Information effort may be required to "Noise Standards and Procedures,"9 control,C/uster Zoning In Massachusetts18

break them, Usually, a clear knowledge Two highway noise prediction tech- contains useful Illustrations of cluster
of all of the effects of a program will nlques are described respectively in zoning techniques, some of which can be
lessen the public fears associated with It. (a) Manual for Highway Noise Prediction, 1O used to reducehighway noise Impacts.

5.3 Other Sources of Information For addl- and (b) National Cooperative Highway Informative literature on administrative
tlonal Information on Issues of highway Research Program Report #117, Highway techniques for local government noise
noise control, there are a number of use- Noise: A Design Guide for Highway En- compatible land use control Is scarce,
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The most helpful literature for further Footnotes 11 NationalCooperative Highway Research
study In this area Is legislation. Program Report #117,Highway Noise: A

1 U.S. Department of Transportation, Fed- Design Guide for Highway Engineers,
On the Federal level, the National Environ- eral Highway Administration, Funda-
mental Poltcy Act of 196919 requires an- mentalsand Abatement of Highway Tralfic Washington, G,C,, 1971,12 Leslie T. Docile, Environmental Acoustics,
vlronmental impact statements, which Noise, June 1973, Report No. FHWA-HHI- McGraw-Hilt, New York, 1972.include noise impacts, for certain Fed- HEV-73-7976-1,
eral projects. On the state level, local 2 RupertTaylor, Noise, Dell, 1970. 13 Cyril M. Harris, ed., HandbookcfNoiseControl, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1957.
governments should review their state 3 W. Dixon Ward and James E. Fricke, ads. 14 Los Angeles Department of Airports,enabling acts that allow the various Noiseasa Public Health Hazard--Proceed-
administrative techniques described in tngsof theConference, ASHA Reports 4, Guide to the Soundproofing of Existing

HomesAgainst Exterior Noise, Report
Chapter 3, In addition, the State of Call- The American Speech and Hearing No, WCR-70-2, March 1970.fornia's Environmental Quality Act20 pro- Association, Washington, D.C,,

vides an example of a state requirement Feburary1969. 15 U.S. Department of Housing and Urbanfor environmental impact statements for 4 U.S, Congress. Senate, Report to the
all publleand private development, President and Congress on Noise, S, Dec, Development, A Studyof Techniques to

Increase the Sound Insulation of Building
Some local legislation which may be 92-63, 92nd Congress, 2d session, 1972. Elements, June 1973, Report No, NR-73-5.
useful as examples of noise compatible 5 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 16 California Division of Highways, Highway
land use control are the Development CommunityNoise, December 31,1971.
Standardsforthe City of Cerrttos, 21 and the Report No. 69-04-0046. NoiSeoctoberCOntrol:1972.AValueEngineering Study,
Health Codeof Orange County.22 These 8 Chalupnik, James D, red,), Evaluating the 17 U,S, Department of the Interior, Plants,
and others are discussed in more detail Noise of Transportation; Proceedings of a People, and Environmental Quality, 1972.
in Chapter3. Symposium on Acceptability Criteria for 18 Kulmala, Katharlne A, (with the Planning

Transportation Noise, Washington, D.C., Services Group, Inc,), Cluster Zcnlngin
April 1970, M_ssachusetts, Cambridge, Massachu-

7 Noise ControlAct of 1972,P.L. 92-574 salts, 1970.
October 97, 1972. t9 National Environmental Policy Act 01 1969.

8 Department of Housing end Urban gavel- p. 6, 92-574 (October 27, 1972)
cpment, HUD Circular 1390.2, "Noise 20 State of California, California Admlnis-
Abatement and Control, Departmental trative Code, Title 14. Natural Resources,
Policy Implementation Responsibilities Division 6, Chapter 3,
and Standards," Washington, D,C,, 21 City of Gerrltos, California, Development
August, 1971, Standardsof the City of Cerrltos,

g U,S. Department of Traneportatlon, Fed- 22 Orange County, Health Code.
oral Highway Administration, Policy and
Procedure Memorandum 90-2, "Noise
Standards and Procedures," Transmittal
279, February 8, 1972,

10 U.S. Department of Transportation,
Transportation Systems Center, Manual
for Highway Noise Prediction-- Technical
Rel3ort.Washington. D.C,, 1972,
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Appendix A: determinant of a community's strategy.
The lowdensity of Marehfleld-Psmbroke,

Case Studies the medium density of Cerritos, and the
high density of Somerville clearly'are re-
flected in the three respective chosen
strategies of zoning, barrier construction
with residential sound Jnsulatlon, and
site planning in an urban renewal situa-
tion. Although these three communities
were not chosen on the basis of popula-
tion density, they clearly demonstrate
the effects of thisvariable,

The local political environment and com-
munity goals constitute another major

The discussions of administrative tech- determinant of noise compatibility con-
nlques and physical methods in earlier trol strategies. In Cerritos, a powerful
sections of this manual emphasized the and capable localgovernment, supported
need to consider specific local condi- by public attitude, has been able to Ira-
lions in selecting an effective strategy for plement land use controls that would not
reducing highway noise impacts. To be possible In many other communities,
illustrate variations in community re- Marahfleld and Pembroke, with the open
qulrements and to evaluate some strat- town meeting and part time municipal
egies that have been or might proveto be offlclaJs, providean excellent example of
effective, case studies of three commun[- strong citizen control over the policies
ties' efforts to control noise impacts were that the town officials can Implement,
carried out as part of the preparation of Tl_e technique of zoning the potential
the manual. Within each community, a noiselmpact area for industrial uses only
parcel of undeveloped noise Impacted may have to be reversed at a later date,
land was chosen for specific focus. The Any changes to this strategy face the
communities selected--Somerville, Mas- possibility of battles on the town meet-
eachusetts; Cerrltos, California; and ing floorand all of the uncertainties that
Marshfield.Pembroke, Massachusetts-- the open town meeting provides, The
represent widely divergent population third case, Somerville, Is an example of
densities, community backgrounds and how local community and political pres-
goals, political environments, state laws, sures have forced a change from a strat-
and topographical oharactefletles. From egy of urban industrial zoning to that of
these case studies, It can be seen how acoustically protected residential use,
these factors shape the noise reduction
strategies chosen and their relative The town's maturity also plays a role In
successes, determining the land use strategies In-

volved. Incorporated in 1956, Cerritoe Is e
Population density seems to be a major relatively young town which Is experienc-
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Appendix A: ing intense pressures for development. 1)A general background of the community sound-proofing construction materials
Cerdtos, Cal, Because development Is occurring al including its residents, political strue- and techniques, and to erect noise bar-

such a rapid pace, the public is aware of tare, existing land uses, and noise rters.
the need for controlled growth and the sources.
Importance of environmental consldera* 2)A discussion el a selected noise-ira- Role of LoaalGovernment Although Car-

rites Is not unique In having land uselions. Also, developers realize that if they pactad site withtn the community, era-
want to build, they must comply wllh phaalztng land uses, history, noise and land development as key political
stringent noise compatibility standards, sources, and existing land use controls, issues, its city government has re-
In contrast, Somerville is an old city with 3)An evaluation of alternative noise cam- sponded to these issues in an unusually
most of .its Ilouslng constructed before patlbllity land usa control strategies, in- effective manner, The government has an
1940. It developed without specific crudtngactlons presently being taken, al- executive and legislative form of govern-

ment consisting of a city manager andregard to noise compatibility problems temative acttons rejected as being an-
which have only recently become matters workable, and potentially valid alternative city council respectively, It has a Depart-
of concern. Unfortunately, residential actions, ment of Environmental Affairs which
areasandtrafficpatternsareestabllshed, contains a oily planning staff of eight
and it is therefore difficult to deal effec- They are presented successively below, full-time employees, a considerable
lively with traffic noise problems, number for a city Its size. The planning

staff takes e very active role In all aspects

A final major determinant of the tech- Case Study1: of urban development In Cerritos. Its
niques which a locality can utilize to pro- Cerrllos, California activities go beyond the formulation and

enforcement of the general plan for land
mote land use compatibility with noise Is Cerdtos, California, located in suburban

uses, Plans for development of particular
the existing state legislation In this area. Los Arlgeles County, is a rapidly develop- land parcels are scrutinized at all levels
California, for example, has both a pew- ing residential community facing severe
erful environmental quality act which highway noise impact from three major from overall site planning to construction
applies to almost every construction freeways (see Figure A-l). A construc- materials and architectural details. In
project, and a strict requirement thai lion boom has transformed Cerritos from fact, the City of Cerrltos acts In many

ways as a site planner and architecturaleach community have an extensive local a dairy farming community of less than
consultant to all new developments, and

master plan. The Cerritos case study 4,000 people to s city of 40,000 In less has even taken over some of the roles
shows the affect that this type of support than a decade, "l'heresidents are primer- usually performed by real estate develop-
can have on the local government's ily young, well educated middle and ors, In its unusual rote, the Department
ability to act in a forceful manner, upper-middle Income families, Although of Environmental Affairs has the support
The three case sludlea all show that high- the demand for new homes has led to of the five-member Planning Commie-
way noise and adjacent land compatlbll- residential development In noise-Ira- sion and the political backing of the City
Ity is an existing or potential problem, pacted zones adjacent to the freeway Council One of the principal levers used
While there is a Wide range of people's right of way, the problems of highway by the City to guide the development is
perception of the problem and an equally noise have not been Ignored. An active the building permit. All building permits
wide range of possible solutions, the city government with strong public sup- must be approved by the Department of
problem is real and must receive careful port has endorsed stringent noise elan- Environmental Affairs which freqently
Iocalattantion, darda for new residential construction, withholds its consent until plans are

Developers are required to incorporate revised to conform to its specifications.
Each case study follows the same basic acoustical considerations in site plan-
format: nlng and architectural design, to use The City Government's active role In Im-
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Appendix A: proving the physical environment of Car- mental Impact Report to be prepared for Noise Sources The principal noise
Carrltoa, Cal. rites includes stringent measures to con- all major new construction projects, sources in Csrrltoe are three major free-

trol the problem of noise, City whether public or private. With a few ways: the San Gabriel Freeway (infer-
ordinances restrict noise emissions; the minor exceptions, such as Individual state 605) in the western half of the city,
general plan and zoning laws control single-family homes or individual apart- the Artesla Freeway (Interstate 91)
noise Incompatible land uses; and build- monte of four dwelling units or less, the crossing the center of the city in an east-
ing codes give detailed prescriptions for developer of any parcel of land must sub- ,,vest direction, and the Santa Anna Free-
noise reducing construction techniques, mlt e deistical, documented analysis of way which fs adjacent to the northeast
The basic tool for achieving these ambi- any potential negative environmental corner of the city, These highways are
tious goals in noise reduction Is, once impact, The Envlronmenlaf Impact Re- heavily traveled by passenger cars and
again, the city planning staff which pro- port must be approved as adequate by trucks and cause major noise Impact
vides technical and planning assistance local government authorities, a process along their borders. The land uses along
as well as control and supervision, which may require several revised sub- these freeways are mixed, but include

The Role of the Stats Government The missions, and public hearings. With substantial amounts of residential
respect to noise, the EIR requhes analy- development. (See Figure A-g).

state of California assists in the control sis of the Impacts of the sx}stlng environ-
of noise incompatible land uses through ment upon the project, the impact of the Arterial streets In Cerritos are also heav-
two Important statutory requirements, project upon the surrounding area, and ily traveled and create another source of
California requires local communities to the development of specific measures to noise, although their irr_pact is much less
adopt detailed general plans for develop- minimize any negative Impact.1 than that of tha freeways, Neither Long
msnt, In addition to such items as land Beach Airport seven miles away nor Los
usa, housing, conservation_ and open
space, the plan is specifically required to Discussions with California state and Angeles International Airport twenty-five
contain a noise element, The noise local officials indicate that the require- miles away creates a severe noise Im-
element forces local communities to con- monte of the Environmental Quality Act pact. There are no stationary noise

sider the problem of noise compatibility have helped educate local officials and sources at the present time.
in planning land uses, There are many real calais developers about the nature The City of Cerritos has established am-
difficult obstacles to overcome in con- and magnitudeofenvlronmentallmpacts bilious standards for dealing with the
vertlng general or master plans into on the surrounding community. As a severe problems of highway noise.
actual land uses. The State of California result, both local government and private Ambient noise levels of 45 dBA within

has taken a first step to encourage the entrepreneurs have become much more dwellings, and 60 dBA In outdoor rest-
implementation of general plans by re- sophisticated In developing alternative dential areas, are standards advanced In
quirlng that local zoning maps be plans toreducaenvlronmentalimpacts. In thecity's general plan.
brought into conformance with the land addition, the EIR provides local corn-
use patterns adopted in the general plan, munlties with the information they need The Study Site To illustrate some of the
Once this occurs, zoning changes to estimate accuralely the level of anvl- highway noise problems facing Cerritos,
or variances cannot take place without ronmental degradation, In the case of and to analyze soma of the efforts being
previously revising the general plan. noise there is now a much greater under- made by that community to solve them, It

standing of noise measurement lath- is useful to examine a specific site, A
The second major state oontrlbution to nlques and the evaluation of the accepts- residential development currently under
encouraging noise compatible land use blllty of noise levels, as well as sufficient construction fn the northeastern section
Is the California Environmental Quality data on Indivldualsltes to make informed of Cerrltos provides a good example.
Act, This law requires a detailed Environ- Judgments possible. Tract 29444 covers a roughly triangular

1Stn(eof CalJIomis, C_lllotnlaAd.
mln/sttat/veCode,TJIfe14,DIv.a,
Chap. 3.
OilyofCorrUos,California,0o-
parlmentofAdrnlnlaSatlon,
En_onrnanta//tnpact ReportS_/de-
_os •Roso/ut/on,73-20(April, (]8
1073i.
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Appendix A: area of about 12 acres. If is bordered on along the freeway side of the devel- sary.
Cerritos, Cal, the north by Artesia Boulevard, on the opment. 2)A sellera'market in single-family reslden-

east by the proposed extension of $choe- * Six foot high concrete block walls are re- tial homes In Cerritos, which enables the
makerAvenue, and on the southwest by qulred on the Artesia Boulevard and developer to recoup the added construc-
the Artesla Freeway (California Route Schoemaker Avenue borders of the tract, tioncosts.
91). (See Figure A-2) Like most of Cer- Landscaping and design variations are 3)A familiarity with noise reduction design
riles, this area was once dairy farmland, required to Impt'ova the aesthetic Impact and construction techniques and their
it Is now zoned for low density (2-5.5 of these barrlers, impact by both developer and city gov-
units per acre) residential use, and a sub- • Sound insulating construction tech- ernmant which results in an acoustically
division of 49 single-family homes is cur- nlques are required for most of the ex- effective but economically practical
rently under construction on this site. terior walls to meet either a 56 STC or solution.

Noise from motor vehicles was one of 50 STC rating. The developer's proposed Although the plans implemented for
the criticalconstraints in the planning of construction method for achieving these Tract 29444 have achieved their acouetl-
this subdivision. Traffic on well-traveled sound ratings, Including double walls calobJectlves, they do raise questions of

with staggered studs, had to be sub-
Artesla Boulevard creates a noise poilu- mgled forapproval (see Figure A-4). economics and aesthetics, The cost of
tion problem, Put the critical difficulty Is noise reducing construction and design
presented by the Artesia Freeway which * Formanyofthehomea,centrat air-condl- adds a premium of about 10% to the

tioning was required as a sound Insula- price of these homes compared to similar
directly abuts the tract, Even the third tion technique. For houses closer to the residences built In less noise impacted
border on the development site, white heavy tra|flcof the freeway, special char-
currently vacant and therefore not a noise areas. (This premium excludes the cost
source, is planned as a major city street coal filtering systems were specified tr of air-conditioning and other Improve-
to be constructed in the future. In the reduce air pollution levs_sas wag. manta which are not solely noise

• Houses along the freeway were restricted related,) The aesthetic costs of noise
face of all these noise sources, deverop- to a single story to keep them within the reduction are much less quantifiable, and
Ing this small tract of land to meet reel- sound shadow of the concrete block wall. in fact are a matter of individual taste.
dentlal noise standards is a formidable • One house w_th a potential noise prob- The high concrete wails and reduced
task. Thecity of Cerritos has insisted on lem along the proposed Schoemaker
the usa of a wide range of noise reduc- Avenue posed a future threat of excessive window space tend to create a closed-in
tlon techniques In the design and con- environment which some might find cold

noise levelson the second story, and was and forbidding. Most people would agree
atructlen of these houses in order to therefore designed with double glazed
meet tbeclty'e objectives of obtaining an that the high noise barriers on top ofwindows,
ambient noise level of 60 dBA in open earth walls are not an ideal back-yard
spaces relating to dwellings, and 45 dBA Each of these techniques was worked out environment. The additional economic
within dwellings. Before granting build- in negotiations between the city planning costs and aesthetic Ilmgatione must be
lag permits, CerHtos' city planners care- department and the developer. Three fac- traded off against the real benefits of a
fully scrutinized building plans and in- tors may be cited in the success of these greatly improved noise environment,
slated on specifying a variety of sound negotiations in achieving satisfactory Considering the popularity of similar
reducing design and construction fee- noiseleve[s: developments in Cerritos It is likely that
turaa. Someof these changes are Illus- Tract 29444 will be a popular success,
trated in the tract plan (see Figure A+3): 1)The legal authority to veto building plans

which do not meet acoustical spec]fica- Action for Noise Raduct|on Cerritos,
• A 9 foot high concrete block wall on fop tions, backed up through the political California's program for highway noise

elan Bigot earth berm provides a shield wllllngnesstoexerclsethis veto if nares- compatibility control utilizes a wide
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AppendlxA: variely of techniques. Three aspects of that developers are constrained to areas. Jt has instead, chosen to IsoJate
Cerrltos, Cal. this approach stand out as meal impor- cooperate with the clly. While olher corn- industrial uses in sections away from

rant In evaluating its appllcablJIty to munltJes may possess the skill to form residerdlal areas.t This decision sm-
other communllles: slrlcI legal csntroJs, this planning role, they may find it dlffl- phastzes once again that noise con-
active municipal design review, and the cull 1o achieve the same high Jevel of aideratlons, even in the most envJron-
implementation of noise reduchtg con- cooperation on the part of private devel- mentally conscious communities, are not
atructJon techniques, opers. The role of the Cerritoa city gov- the sole criteria for land use planning.

arnment in helping to educate developers
Strict legal controls on noise in Cerritos and architects about noise reduction Case Study 2:
result from a variety of state and local techniques can certainly be adapted to Somervgle, Massach|Jsetla
laws and regulations, Some of the most othercommunities. Somerville, Massachusetts, located 3important mechanisms are the Environ-
mental Impact Report required by state Cerdtos' implementation of noise reduc- miles from downtown Boston. is an old
law and implemented by JocaJgovern- Ing construction techniques provides urban residential community with adeclining population, (See Figure A-5) its
ment guidelines which result In planning important lessons for othercommunltles.
for noise In the Initial stages of prelect Significant levels of noise reduction have residents, prJmarJly middle income and
design; the general plan for future dover- been achieved In residential develop- consisting largely ot elderly people and

young transients, are only recently be-
opment whfch is backed-up by strict ments wlthaut destroying their economic coming concerned wlttl highway noise
zoning ordinances; and a variety of local viability. Some of these techniques could due to the construction of Interstate 93
noise regulations aimed at the specific beapplied anywhere In the United States.
noise problem and adapted to local land Others, such as air conditioning, would through the heart of a densely populaled
use and construction patterns. Many of raise questions of economic viability In residential area. Until the recent citizen
these guidelines could be adopted in other areas. The widespread use of con- concern, the local government has done
other communities with minor modifica- crete noise walls may be more dJfficurt to little to reduce noise impacts. The whale

issue of noise pollution Is relatively new,
lions, If local and statewide political transfer to other locations. In Cerrgos, and, in any case, the city has been
support are avallabre, The most difficult these walls are not oul of pJacs with the
aspect of the Cerrltos environment to dominant Southern California architec- almost entirely built up for several
transfer is the political commitment on tural styles, fn many other parts of the decades, leaving little opportunity to
the part of public officials to solving counlry, however, the lack of open space change land uses to ones that are noise
noiseproblems, and the inward looking courtyard effect compatible. The City of Somerville hasno noise control laws; the only signifi-

er the noise wall nlay be aesthetically cant noise standards are those set by
Cerritos' approach to noiseproblems era- unacceptable.
phaslzes the act of participation of city the U.S, Department of Housing and
planners in all development actlvltJes to One Important technique for noise ira- Urban Development from which the city
insure that environmental and aesthetics pact reduction which has not been ap- hassoaght funding.
standards are being achieved. This active plied in Cerritos is the prohibition of
planning role, in which the city govern- noise-sensitive uses, particularly real- Roleo|the Local Government At present
ment sometimes appears to perform dences, In high-noise zones. The Car- there Js a trend towards new housing
many of the functions of a private rites general plan specifically rejects the construction in SomerviNe, largely due to
developer, is possible only because of option of placing Industrial uses along the strong support of the Mayor. It Is
the high level of skills of city planning the freeway borders, because It wishes to possible that, although Somerville has
officials and suceessfuJonly because the preserve continuity with existing reslden- done tittle to regulate noise compatible
demand for land in Cerrltos is so intense tlaJ developments adlacent to these development to date, concern for such

1 City of Corrito$, CaIJlorftJa, Gait.

era/P/on. 1973, p. 11.04.
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Appendix At regulation will Increase in the future be- proximity to Boston. In fact, since 1950, Interstate 695, the "Inner Belt," was
Somerville, cause of the city's need for new federally Somerville has experienced a 13% decline planned to link communities inside Route
Ma. assisted housing, in population, and economic opportun- 128, and connect Interstate 9S, approach-

ities have been restricted by the lack of ing Boston from the North, with Inter-
Role of Federal and State Government spaceforindustry, state 95. It was designed as part of the
When Federal funding is required for 1948 Master HIghway Plan for Metropoli-
construction of projects such as housing The only land available for redevelopment tan Boston. First the route, and then the
or schools, the projects must satisfy an- was recently changed from an Industrial rationale for the Inner Belt were ques-
vlronmental impact requirements, which to a residential use. This site, known as tioned by the communities through
Include noise criteria, With regard to the Inner Belt Urban Renewal Project, is which it was to have been built, In Janu-
highway noise, developers must show the focus of the case study. It demon- ary 1969, Governor Sargent stopped work
that noise levels are within levels which strates, among other things, the effec- on It, and on Febrary 11,1970 he declared
the Department of Housing and Urban tiveness of an executive-legislative form a moratorium on all major highway pro-
Development considers to be compatible of government in Implementing change, jects Inside Route 128 which were not yet
with the project, In the case of the Inner The study site was originally zoned indus- under way. Unfortunately, Somerville and
Belt Urban Renewal Project, traffic noise trial because of plans to build a highway other communities had already made
levels are presently too high for HUD's nearby. However, the highway plans were plans which depended on the construe-
approval. Funds are being withheld until discontinued leaving the spot unmarket- tion of 1-695.For example, the Inner Belt
the developer can reduce the noise able for industry and yet too noisy for Urban Renewal Area was to be bordered
impact to compatible levels, This case residential use because of heavy truck by the Inner Belt, making It Ideal for
study describes the administrative and traffic on adjacent roads. The need for industrial development. But when the
physical techniques used by the City of housing and the mayor's influence Inner Belt wascancelled, the site proved
Somerville to reduce noise impacts on changed the site's future from industrial unmarketable for Industrial uses, Fur-
the urban renewal site to compatible to residential. A federally funded low thermore, under the present heavy truck
levels, income housing project Is planned, thus traffic conditions and consequent noise

making the site subject to the Depart- around the site, the site Is also unsult.
The City of Somerville also has frequent ment of Housing and Urban Develop- able for housing, and will not receive
dealings with the State of Massachu- ment's noisecompatibility guidelines, funding from the Department of Housing
sells. Somerville and the Massachusetts
Department of Public Works have been Noise Sources;and Levels In recent years and Urban Development until noise lm-
Involved In controversies over the lace- Somerville has been frequently con- pacts are reduced, The success of the
tion of state highways In Somerville. The fronted with the problems of highway present residential plan depends upon
Department of Public Works has the location and highway noise. Because of the relocation of Washington Street

the Importance of wholesale and retail south of the project site and the special
power to locate and relocate roadways.
Two highways which have directly af- activities to the local economy, much location of a proposed 1-93off-ramp near
fected the project site under considers- trucking takes place giving several the site. Thus the future of the project
lion are Interstate 695 and Interstate 93. streets extremely hlgh noise levels, depends upon the decisions of the

Among these are Mystic Avenue, Pros- Department of Public Works,
Somerville's housing stock is obsolete: pect Street, and Alewife Brook Parkway.
90.1% of its units, mostly wooden two- In addition, there Is heavy truck traffic on The Case Study Site The Inner Belt Ur-
family houses, were built before 1939. the McGrath Highway and on 1-93. A map ban Renewal Project is a 23 acre urban
Thus, Somerville has not attracted new showing the distribution of these noisy renewal block located In East Somerville,
residents who might profit from the city's streets follows in Figure A-6. It Is borderedon the north by Washington
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AppendlxA: Street, onthewest by the McGrath High- 1)The maJor noise sources are all piaced on truck traffic than is presently on Old
Somerville, way and on the south and east by the one side of the site, the southern Washington Street. Furthermore the
Me, Boston and Maine Railroad. (Figure A-6) boundary, The most critical noise reduction and possible removal of traffic

it Is zoned for industrial use, but current source, Washington Street, is rerocated from Old Washington Street will have the
plans Include a mixture of residential, from the northern boundary of the site to advantage of tying together the reslden-
office, and commercial facilities, It was the southern. In order to succeed in this tial neighborhoods of East Somerville
initially zoned industrial due to its prox- part of the plan, the Somerville Redevel- and the project area. And a relocated
imity to the Boston and Maine railroad opment Authority has had to negotiate Washington Street would serve as a
tracks and the proposedlocatlon of Inter- with the State Department of Public buffer between the project area and the
state 695, the Inner be[tway, In addition, Works, It is not yet clear whether the inner Belt Industrial Park. (See Figure
an industrial park is located south of the Department of Pubgc Works will relocate A-10) Also the choice of Alternative "C"
project area. Washington Street, and thus the future of for the off-ramp would have the least

the project is uncertain. The proposed noise impact on the site.Under present conditions the Somerville
interstate 93 off-ramp is located south of

site is extremely noisy, It is the noise the site behind the "new" Washington Anothernolse reduction method which is
created by the heavy truck traffic on Street. The Somerville Redevelopment being considered by the Massachusetts
Washington Street which runs along the Authority is presently negotiating with Department of Public Works Is to depress
entire northern boundary of the site the State Department of PubJic Works New Washington Street several feetwhich Is the most serious, as the amount
of land fronting on MeGrath Highway is about the location of the off-ramp. There below the site, This would also have theare three alternative locations for this advantage of removing the visual Impact
sinai J, and railroad service in the site area ramp, each el which aftects the project of passing truck traffic from much of the
Is infrequent. An additional noise prob- site. If the road Is depressed, the site
lem is that presented by a projected Inter- site in varying degrees. Alternative C Is
state 93 off-ramp which will be located the one preferred by the Somerville Plan- plan envisions erecting aberm along the

ning Beard. Figure A-8 illustrates the roadway recreate a noise barrier equlva-
near the project area, as well as the alternatives. The Industrial Park is pro- lent to one story when one combines the
industrial park located south of the site. sently located south of the site, behind height of the berm and the depth of the
According to the preliminary environ- "new" Washington Street, thus concen- roadway. The cost of such aberm is felt
mental impact report prepared for the tratlng all three noise sources on one to be quite small as the necessary earth
Somerville Redevelopment Authority, side of thesite, would already be on the site.

there is no external location on the Inner 2)The housing units are placed close lo the Other Possible Solutions and Why They
Belt Urban Renewal site which falls us- northern boundary of the site, as far as Were Not Applied Due to cost con-
equivocally In HUD's"clearly acceptable" possible from the noise sources. They attaints, site planning has been the major
category.1 Furthermore, the area within are buffered by open spaces, retail facg- means of noise reduction considered by110 feet of Washington Street would be
"Discretionary--normally unsscepta_le"2 itles, and a health clinic. (See Figure A-9) the architect. Other alternatives such asharder construction and soundproofing
for housing because of its exterior noise If Washington Street were relocated were eliminated because of their ex-
levels, The rest of the site falls in the south of the site, and Alternative "C" penes.
category of "Discretionary--normally ac- were chosen for the ramp location, the
eeptable.'3 The present noise contours entire site would then be classified by It would be possible to use stronger site
on the site are indicated In Figure A-7. HUD as"dlscretionary--normally accept- planning techniques to minimize noise.
The site plan employs two major tech- abJe, ''4 due to the proposed 1-93 ramp. Putting all of the non-residential facill-
niquea of noise reduction: New Washington Street will have tess ties along New Washington Street would

IAc¢orUlnoto HUD's crlterJa, 2 This standardrequiresan L33be- 4 It is assumedbythedeveloper=nU
"acceptable"noiselevelsare Iwean65 dB(A)and75 dS (A). theSomervillePlanningBoard
thosewhichdo notexceed45 dBA It_ld..p. 8. that thenoise10valefromNow
for rncrethan30 mlnutouper24 Wa_nJnglonStreetwJIIbe
hours. HUD,DepartmentalCJr- 3This standardrequiresanL33be- negligible, Therefore,nonoise
cular1390.2,No/seASalementand Iwoen45dB(A)anU65dB(a), contours from New Washington
Control:Del_arlmentalPoli_y,Ira. /t_ld..p. 8. Street are 8hewn in figure A-10.
plemontationRss#ons/t_llttles,and 76
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Appendix A: create a more effective noise buffer for The site chosen for consideration in this specially interested group.

Marshfield- the housing. However, this solution has case study isatwo-mllestrlp of primarily Marshfleld and Pembroke each have a
Pembroke, been rejected by the site planner because undeveloped land along Route 3. Be- planning board consisting of five part-Ma. of access considerations for the residents cause Route 3 runs along the borders of

of the East Somerville Neighborhood. both towns at this point, part of the site time citizens. The Planning Board is
Placing all of the retail and other belongs to Marshfleld and part to Peru- responsible for zoning, administering the
facilities at the eastern end of the site broke, involving both towns in the noise subdivision control law, and long-range
makes a more attractive and accessible problem. The two towns took an initial community planning, it is required to
shopping area. step of zoning most of the I&nd near the hold a public hearing on zoning changes

highway for Industrial uses, but neither and then to make its recommendations to
A technique of noise impact reduction town has had much industrial develop- the Town Meeting. That board members
which hasbeen rejected in the Somerville meet. If the need for residential develop- are part-time and not necessarily profes-
case is the development of land in ac- meet should arise, the use of this site slonal planners is a d|sadvantage In-
cordance with its compatible zoning may have to be rethougm and residential herent In most small town governments.
classification; in this case, industrial, development considered. Both Marshffeld and Pembroke have
Development in accordance with a oom- zoning bylaws whfeh divide the towns
patible use has proved Impossible due to Both towns have town meeting forms of into business, Industrial, and residential
the site's unmarketability for Industrial government. The legislative body Is the districts, (See Figures A-12 and A-13)
uses and strong pol[tioal pressure for Town Meeting, consisting of every regis- Development has been relatively light In
residential development, tared voter in town, All town business, both towns, with each being roughly
eaSEl Sttldy 3: from approving the budget to zoning, is 25% developed. Significant portions of
Marshfield-Pembroke, voted on by the Town Meeting, The the land in each town are classified as
Msaaechusotts benefits of this democratic form of gov- wetlands which severely restricts, and in

Marshfisld and Pembroke are neighbor- ernment are inherent In the fact that somecaeea, prevents development. Most
ing residential communities In rural anyone can have a voice In the town of the developed land is residential. AI-
southeastern Massachusetts, Because of affairs If he attends the town meetings though both towns have been actively
highwayacceestoboth Boston and Cape and votes. The disadvantages of this attempting to attract Industry, much of
Cod, the two communities have more form of government are due to the fact the landzoned industrial remains vacant.
than doubled their populations in the that most townspeopls do not attend the Someeommorcialzonashavsbeendevel-

resoling unless they aro particularly sped; however, this has resulted In anpast decade. The residents are primarily
middle income families, (See Figure interested and/or affected by a particular excesssupply and there are a number of

article, In fact, It Is often difficult to get vacantstoma and offices In these areas.
A-11) the required five percent quorum at
At present, the town governments are not special town meetings concerning non- Most of the residential development has
especially concerned about highway controversial matters, Thus, a town been single family lots, both because of
noise. No regulation to control land use meeting can tend to become "packed" thedemand for this type of housing and
compatibility exists or Is contemplated, with those who have a special Interest [n the desire of the townspeople to prevent
However, If residential development pro- a particular article and are therefore multi-family residential development.
coeds at the present rate, the land along highly motivated to attend, It can accord- Marshfield's opposition to multl-farn[ly
Route 3 may present a noise eompatibll- Ingly become very difficult to pass, for housingbegan in 1968 when It was voted
ity problem withwhich the two eommuni- example, a zoning change with the re- legalat the Town Meeting. What resulted
ties will have to deal, qulred 2_ vote when It is opposed by a wasa rapid and extensive development of
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AppendlxA: multi-family dwellings along Route 139, except for the land along Route 139 and Marshfield, casts doubt en the posslbll-
Marshfleld- which the townspeople found to be the interchange where it is commercial, lty of a shopping plaza at the case study
Pembroke, unattractive and disruptive to the small and, in the extreme north, where it is site.
Ma, town atmosphere. By 1971, the town residential. Development of the industrial

voted to prohibit any further multi-family zones in both towns has been very slow, If, however, the residential growth of thetwo communities, and the surrounding
residential development; and, with the with almost all of the land remaining area continues at its present rate, there
present local attitude towards this type vacant despite efforts to market it. There may eventually be a demand for an indus-
of development, it is unlikely that it will has been some construction of new trial/research/off_ce park or a shopping
be allowed in the next 10-15 years. Peru- homes in Marshfield in the site aroc., but
broke'szonlng permits multi-family reel- this has been limited to one street with centerin thesltearea,
dences in a small portion of town, but no homes within sight of the highway, While industrial development in the near
most of the land so zoned is actually Commercial development has been more future Is not certain, residential develop-
unbulldable due to state and local wet- extensive, with the land arong Route 139 mont continues. In 1973, the consultant
lands restrictions, and the interchange more than 50% de- working on a master plan for the Marsh-

veloped, field Planning Board predicted that the
Noise Sources The principal noise
sources in the study are highway noise An interesting question raised by this town would reach 4O,00O residents by
from Routes 3 and 139. Route 3 is a case study is whether the industrially 1990 despite downward changes in the

birthrate and tighter zoning and subd[vi-
high speed, limitedaccess highway with zoned land in either town can be devel- sicn laws in the town. At present, theextensive automobile traffic and some sped as such in the foraeeable future. If it
trucks, Route 139 is a three-lane state can, the. concept of zoning the land for town has room for roughly 25% more
road with numerous entry-ways. Oo11- compatible uses only will have proven residential development.

slderable roadside development exists, A viable in this case. If, however, It can not, Plans for Noise
frequent source of local complaint Is pressure will eventually come from the Reduction-Actions
related to gravel trucks which travel west landowners to rezone the land. Then,
on Route 139 from gravel pits in Marsh- Marshfleld and Pembroke will be faced Being Taken
field on their way to Boston on Route 3. with the task of finding another method Zoning for industrial use has been the
The Route 139-3 h*=terchangeis also a to insurenoise compatibility. At present, only action taken that insures nolse corn-
source of noise becauseof accelerating there is some evidence that an Industrial patlbility; however, it should be empha-
and decelerating vehicles. There are no use of the area will not be marketable, sized that the issue of noise compatlbg-
nearby major Industrial or railroad noise While industrial development has been ity Is one which simply has not been

raised. This is primarily due to the fact
sources, The local airport in Marshflsld is extensive for the pact few decades along that these two communities do not feet
restricted to non-jet operations, and it Boston's Route 128 beltway, it has not
constitutes only atrlvlal noise source, made any significant progress along the threat of a noise compatibility prob-

Route 3, despite efforts by the local lem. The area Is sparsely populated and
The Study Site The study site is a two- industrial commissions to attract in- there is no real demand for residential
mile strip of land along Route 3, whicll dustry, development along the highway, in thecase that some residential development
roughly follows the boundary of Marsh-
field and Pembroke. Route 139 intersects A commercial use of this area may also does occur, the natural terrain and the
Route 3 midway along the site strip. (See be unlikely. There is a major shopping original highway design combine to help

plaza located five miles north of the site considerably in the attenuation of high-
FlgureA-14) at a Route 3 exit. This, along with the way noise transmitted to adjacent areas.
The studysite is mainly zoned industrial, current over-supply of retail space in Grade separation aids [n the area north of
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Route 139 where Route 3 is first de- fora buffer strip would be practical and were notmet.
pressed in a out designed to bring it easy Io incorporate into the zoning by-
down towards the valley of the North laws. With 40,000 or 43,560 square foot For conventional subdivisions, the pro-
River and then elevated as it crosses the minimum tot sizes, rear lot depths of over cedure is slightly more complex, Marsh-
valley. South of Route 139 the elevation 200 feet are to be expected even without field's zoning presently requires a certifi-

cate of occupancy which can't be issued
of Route 3 approximates that of the sur- the provision for a buffer strip. Requiring unless all provisions of the zoning bylaw
rounding topography with small cuts and that a portion of the rear yard be a buffer and of the building code have been met.
fills as necessary to compensate for the with appropriate plantings provides no
uneven surroundings. In this area the additional hardship• Thus, the Town Meeting could vote toamend either the zoning bylaw or the
land on both sides of the highway is
heavily forested. Only if the land is re- Both towns presently require buffers on building code to prohibit construction ofindustrial lots between industrial uses a residence In areas where the ambient
zoned residential and substantial devel-

and residential uses. Marshfleld also re- noise level exceeded a certain specified
opment occurs will the noise become quires buffers between business and level. The legality of such an amend-
obvious, residential uses and around cluster de- ment, under state law, would be subject

velopments. This provision could be ex- to the approval of the state Attorney
Plans for Noise tended to highways in the zoning bylaw• General, and would be subject to sub-
Reduction - Applicability sequent challenge in the courts.
of Other Actions: Site Planning - Subdivision The terrain is

Burros or Barriers The view along Route sufficiently hilly to provide numerous Pembroke would have to Incorporate the
3as one drives into the case study areais low-noise pockets Jn the land near the occupancy permit itself Into its zoning
most pleasant, changing from cranberry highway. This, along with the large re- bylaw before taking such noise related
bogs to woodlands. Just beyond Route qutred lot size would make site plan lay- action.
139 the long Incline to the valley of the out to minimize noise incompatibility a
North River affords a spectacular viewof very practical undertaking, if the pro- A modification to the rules and regula+
the tidal river meandering through the sently zoned Industrial land was rezoned tionsof the Planning Board could require
salt marsh and of the low hills beyond, residential• This Is especially true for acoustical site planning either on a defln-
Any attempt to construct burros or bar- cluster subdivisions which are permitted Itlve basis (such as specifying a maxi-
riere which would affect these scenic inMarshfield, mum noise level in dBA) or by requiring,
views would be politically unacceptable, "there are several methods available in as part of subdivision submittal, a state-
In Marsbfield, for example, there lea the e>:isting laws of each town to Incor- ment of noise compatibility measures
Watershed Assoclatlon, an Historical porateacoustical e[teplanning, being taken, These, too, would be sub-
Commission, a Conservation Carom[s- Jecttocourtchaltenge.
siot'h an Historical Districts Committee InMarshfleld's cluster zoning, site plans
and a Beautification Committee, all of must be approved by the Appeals Board, Site Planning- Individual Lots Again, the
whom could be concerned with the an appointed body which is responsible uneven terrain and large required lot size
scenic and historic river. Any article on for granting special permits, zoning vari- make this method a practical possibility.
the town meeting warrant to require antes, and cluster plan approval. If Enforcement could follow the methods

acoustical guidelines were included In geted above, but would probably have toberms or barriers faces certain opposi-
tion from at least oneof these groups, the cluster provision of the bylaw, they Include some provision for exception

would be considered by the Appeals where such site planning is impractical.
Buffer Strip= Ifelthertown rezoned theln- Board. The Board could then reject a Otherwise, the legality of such a regu-
duetrlal area to reeldent'_l, a requirement cluster subdivision plan If the guidelines lationwould be in doubt+
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AppendixA: Height Limitations A limitation of build- zoning bylaw, or by a similar procedure
Marshfield- ing height to a single story nearthe high- which could be voted by Pembroke's
Pembroke, way could be accomplished by use of a Town Meeting.
Ma. superimposed district. One problem with

imposing height restrictions In this case Design Sen'ices Neither town has a pro-
is that it may be an unnecessarily strin- fessional design staff with the ability and
gent restriction. The large required lot time to provide acoustical guidance to in-
size and the hilly terrain will In many dividual builders. It is unlikely that the
cases make other measures such as lira- Town Meeting woulddecide to fund such
Iting height unnecessary. Furthermore, a municipal service.
such limitations might interfere with the An Architectural Review Board could pro-
panoramic view which would otherwise vide such a service. At present no such
be available to homes near the North board exists in either town, and there has
River. While special height restrictions been little more than vague talk of found-
might be incorporated Into the zoning ing one. However, each town has a large
bylaw or building code of either town as pool of potential members for such a
one of a series of stated alternative board, and Ihe towns could certainly
choices available to the builder, the ab- benefd in many ways other than acousti-
solute requirement for such restricted cal design if such boards were created.
height would be unrealistic and probably What is needed is the key person to serve
Illegal, as catalyst towards the founding of an

Architectural Review Board.
Acoustical Architectural Design Archi-
tectural building design in conjunction Acoustical Construction The location of
with site planning would be a practical the study site is Inan area of the country
method of utilizing the existing topogra- where temperatures rarely exceed 90
phy and vegetation to reduce noise im- degrees and where proximity to the
pacts while still taking advantage of the ocean and tidal marsh often results In
scenic attributes of the area. Imple- cooling sea breezes. As such, air condi-
mentation of such a program of acous- tloning of residential homes is infre-
tlcal archltecturaldesign becomes, how- quent. Any bull(ling technique which
ever, more a matter of Incentive and calls for sealing windows and cooling
eduation than enforcement, with air-conditioning is therefore hn-

One possible legal method of enforce- practical.
ment available to the two towns would be
the Inclusion of maximum permitted
Interior noise levels in the Board of
Health's regulations, the Building Code,
or the Planning Board's subdivision rules
and regulations. Enforcement could be
via the occupancy permit procedure
which already exists in Marshfleld's
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Appendix B: Noise munlcatlons and the perception of other

Effects, Measures, auditory signals• Noise can disturb sleep and relaxation
Standards, and • Noise can interfere wllh an individual's
Predictors ability to perform complicated tasks.

• Noise can be a source of annoyance, it
can influence mood, and can otherwise
detract from the quality of life. 2

As of yet, no one has been able to calcu-
late the dollar cost of noise, but knowl-
edgeable people think It Is high. 3 The

,_ areas which highway noise affects eco-nomically are a) property values, b) im-
paired health, and c) lowered working

This appendix contains brief discussions efficiency. Property values have been theon the effects of noise on human life and
area of greatost concern because this is

economics, a definition of the noise where financial impacts are most imme-
measures and descriptors used in this diate]y felt and clearly distinguishable.
manual, a review of certain Federal noise Although studies have not provided con-
stanclards, and a listing of three recent clusive evidence that highway noise
noise level prediction techniques. The reduces property values, there are strong
issues of noise costs, noise prediction indications that it does when the
and desirable noise levels are complex property use is incompatible with the
and controversial. These pages do not
attempt a comprehensive analysis of highway, as in the case of many residen-tial areas. 4 Other economic impacts
these topics, nor do they advocate one which should be considered (although
particular standard or predictor. Rather, difficult to quantify), are those due to im-
they are solely intended to provide an
introductory background to aid in the use paired health and towered working ef-
of this manual, fieieney.

The Effects of Noise Noise Measures and
The effects of noise on health are both Descriptors
physiological and psychological, though Sound is transmitted as rapid changes in
primarily psychological. Physiologically, air pressure which can be detected by our
excessive noise Is capable of producing ears or by a sound meter. Acoustically,
hearing loss, however' it seems unlikely we do not usually measure air pressure
that many people have suffered from changes in linear terms such as pounds
highway generated noise In this way.1 persquare inch or dynes per square Den-
psychologically, the affects are more timeter. If we did, we would find our-
widespread: selves using an astronomical range of

numbers to describe the wide range of
• Noise can Interfere with speech corn- audible sounds. Therefore we compress

1 W, Dixon Ward_ "Elf acts of Noise Federal Highway Adminlslrallon, 2 lllu Adminlst rater of the Environ-
on Hearing Threshold=," Noae as Final Environmental Impact State- menial Protection Agency, Reporf
a Public Health Hazard, ASHA menl Pursuanl to e_cllon 102 (2) to the Pies/dent and Congress on
Ropor,_ 4 (The American Sp0ech (C). P,L. 91-10g - Noise Standards Noise, g2nd Congress - 2rid Sea-

andHcadng Association, andPtocedums(Novornbor1972), sign,DocumentNo.92°93,
Washington,D.C., Fob,1969), pp. 183.186. (Washington,D.C,;Government
pp, 40-47. go PrintingOffice, 1072),p.xxii.



entire range of audible sounds into a 150 Jet take off (at close range on the

arithmis scale which has the added ground}

rantage of corresponding well to the 130 Machine gun, riveting machine

"nan ear's sensitivity to sound. The unit 120 Th uncJerclep

measurement Is called the decibel 117 jet plane (at passenger ramp)

_).5 The meaning of the dB scale can 107 Loud power mower

_t be seen from a _omparieon Of cam- 94 Pneumatic jackhammer

n sounds with their dB levels. (See 90 Sport.scar, truck, shouted converca-

ureA-16) tion
50-

hould be remembered that logarithmic 60 Normal cenverssHon

des are not additive. That Is, the cam- 50 Quiet street

atlon of two 70 dB noise sources does 40 Quiet room

: result In 140 riB; rather, the result is 0 Tllreshold of Audibility
)roximately 73 dB.

A.16 Typical dB Readings of
Common Sounder

1Harold W. erodin. "Glly Noise:
Designers Can Aost0rB Oulel, at
Price," Product Engitloermg,
November lS, 1968, p. 29.

,Jronmom_] PtotecnoN Agency, Robin M. Towne and A_soclzHos, 5 The rQference loyal for this sc_lo Is
Economic Impnct of Nol_e, inc., An Inve._tig_t_onor the Etl_ct at the zQro dB nrossur_ of 0,S002
ishlnSton_ D.C., u.e. _overn° Fl'eewa¥ 7retfic No_seonA_oartment dyr_.t¢.mS.
it Printing ofnco, # TIe 300.14, Renl_. prepared for th_ eregc_n
_m_r ar, 1s7r ), pp. _.45, St_ Hl_t_w_y Com_sslon _d

th(_ Unilod Stato_ Department at
partman! at California HIshwuy Commercep Bureau of Public 91
rol_ Pas._et_eerCar Noise Survey, noa_J_, October 1061.
_rament o, January1 s7S.)



_pendlx B: Because we are interested in human reac- average and quietest portions. Because FHWA Standards
else tlon to noise, It is important that a meter annoyance seems to be more a function Presented here are the noise standards

measures noise in the same way that of the Ioudesl of the noisiest vehicles, issued by the Federal Highway Adminis-
humans perceive it, To the human ear, e.g., trucks, theL10deseriptorcorrelates traflon for use by state and Federal high-
loudness Is not only a function of sound best with annoyance, way agencies in the planning and design

intensity, but also of sound frequency. Highway Generated of highways:
Higher frequency sounds tend to seem Noise Standards

louder to people than lower frequency Using the scales and measures described
sounds. Therefore, sound level meters above, variousstudles have been done to
are often equipped with weighting nat- determine noise levels which are cam-

works which give more weight to higher patible with existing land uses.1 Basedfreqency sounds. There are three differ-
ent weighting networks, designated as A, on these studies, various governmentagencies have established compatible
B and C, which give varying degrees of noise levels for regulatory purposes. Of
weight to high frequency sounds. High- particular interest are the noise stan-
way generated noise is usually measured dards set by the U.S. Department of
with the A-weighted network. The read- Transportalion's Federal Highway Ad-
Ings taken on the meter are recorded In ministration to regulate the design of
A-weighteddecibels(dBA). highways passing through developed
In measuring noise which fluctuates, areas, and by the U.S, Department of
such as traffic noise, it is necessary to Housing and Urban Development to
consider some average of noise level regulate land use around existing and
readings taken over time. In the case of proposed highways.2
highway noise measurement, it is im-
portant that this "average" correlates well
with human annoyance to noise. To ob-
tain a meaningful measure of traffic
noise, readings can be taken periodically
over a period of several hours, and a
selected percentile level can be used.
Three commonly used noise level de-
scriptors are:
L10 - The noise level exceeded 10% of

the time

L50 - The noise level exceeded 50% of
the time

L9B - The noise level exceeded 90% of
the time

The L10 noise revel is an Indicator of the
noisiest portion of highway traffic, while
L50 and LIO respectively represent the

I o.e., TheWll=on Committee, lute of EnvironmentalScience. .3tldMIxodRescinDs.National
NOISe- FinalReportor the Committee "Tim EnvironmentalChall0ngeof Academyof Sciences:National
on the ProblemorNoise (HMSO, theSeventies,*'(Boston,Mas- Acadomyel Engineering,t969,
London,1963);ElizabethCuadre sachusetts,April, 1970)pp.12-17;
andDale R. Beland,"Rationalefat and HighwayResearcheoard, 2 Inadd_llon,the U.S. Environ-
theCompreaentdvoControlof NatlonalCooperativeHighwayRe- mentalProtectionAgencyreou-
UrbanNoise," paperpresentedat search ProgramReport78, Higtl- g2 latesvehiclenoiseernisslon_,
1elh annual meetingof theInsti- wayNoiseMeasurement,Simulation



Design Noise Level/Land Usa Relationships 3

Land Use Design Noise
Category Level - L10 Description of Land Use Category

A 60 dBA Tracts of lands in which serenity and
(Exterior quiet are of extraordinary significance

and serve an important public need, and
wllere the preservation of those qualities
is essential if the area is to continue to
serve its intended purpose. Such areas
could include amphitheaters, particular
parks or portions of parks, or open
spaces which arededicated or recognized
by appropriate local officials for activities
requiring special qualities of serenity and
quiet.

B 70 dBA Residences, motels, hotels, public meet-
(Exterior Ing rooms, schools, churches, libraries,

hospitals, picnic areas, recreation areas,
playgrounds, active sports areas, and
parks.

C 75dBA Developed lands, properties or activities
(Exterior) not included in categories A and B above.

D -- For requirements on undeveloped lands
see paragraphs 5a(5) and (6), this PPM,

E 55 dBA Residences, motels, hotels, public meet*
(tnterior) Ing rooms, schools, churches, libraries,

hospitals and auditoriums.

3 U,S. Department ofTranaporta-
tlon, Fedarar Highway Admlnlstra-
tion_ Policy and Pfo¢o_ure Memo.
ranciurn 90-2, No_e Standards and
Procedure,_ (February 8, 1973).
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pendix B: These levels represent a compromise be- HUD Noise Level Criteria
Ise tween what is desirable and what is
ndards acheivablo; hence, local officials may Exterior

want to strive for lower levels In con- discretionary- normally acceptable 65 dBA - L33
trolling compatible land use develop- (nottobeexceododmoremattSDulofS4hrs.)
ment.1

HUD Noise Standards clearly acceptable 45 dBA - L2
In 1 971, the Department of Housing and (not10be exceededmore man30 m_n.out el 24hrs.)
Urban Development adopted noise stan-
dards for use by builders of Federally- Interior

funded housing: 2 clearly acceptable 45 dBA - L33
(nol IObeexceededmorelhan 8oul of 24 hrs.)

55 dBA - L4
(notto be exceededmorethan1 out of 24 hrs.)

night: 45 dBA - L6
(not to beexceededmorethana0mm.out ofShfs.)

I FHWA, FlnalEAv/tonmentalhnpact 2 US Department el Hauslng And
Statemonl Pursuant to SectlOtl Urban Devolopmenl_ DepattmeAt

102 (2) (C), P.L. 91 - 19e, Ne_se C#cutat 1390,2, Noise ADQtement

Stana_fds _n_1 Proceciu_s t FHWA and Conttoh DepaHmen tel polic y,
EIS. 72-020F, Washington, D.C., Im#le_nentation Respons_ties, and

November, r 972) 16-17. Standards (Washington, D.C.,
August 4, 1972), 94



Prediction of Noise
Levels
Determination of the noise level near an
existing highwaysimply involvestaking a
series of readings over a sufficient time
interval at appropriate locations near the
highway.

Direct measurement is not possible, how-
ever, when noise levels near an uncom-
pleted highway projectare desired, when
traffic patterns have not yet reached
the ultimate levels, or when some
nearby action such as Construction of a
barrier or removal of a forest, may affect
the noise pattern. Furthermore, direct
measurement may not be practical in
large scale projects where data on thou-
sands of points along many miles of
highway is desired. In these cases, use
of one of many noise prediction techo
niques Is appropriate. The following are
two techniques which are readily ava_l-
able for use:

Traffic Noise PredictionMode/MOD 2
A computer program described in Report
No. DOT-TSC-FHWA-72-1 available from
National Technical Information Service
Springfield, Virginia 22151

Highway Noise - A DesignGuide for High-
way Engineers
National Cooperative Highway Research
Program Report 117available from
Highway Research Board
National Academy of Sciences
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